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Abstract
Groundwater resources are vital for sustainable economic and demographic developments.
Reliable prediction of groundwater head and contaminant transport is necessary for sustainable
management of the groundwater resources. However, the groundwater simulation models are
subjected to uncertainty in their predictions. The goals of this research are to: (1) quantify the
uncertainty in the groundwater model predictions and (2) investigate the impact of the quantified
uncertainty on the aquifer remediation designs. To pursue the first goal, this study generalizes the
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method and introduces the hierarchical Bayesian model
averaging (HBMA) method that segregates and prioritizes sources of uncertainty in a hierarchical
structure and conduct BMA for saltwater intrusion prediction. A BMA tree of models is developed
to understand the impact of individual sources of uncertainty and uncertainty propagation on model
predictions. The uncertainty analysis using HBMA leads to finding the best modeling proposition
and to calculating the relative and absolute model weights. To pursue the second goal of the study,
the chance-constrained (CC) programming is proposed to deal with the uncertainty in the
remediation design. Prior studies of CC programming for the groundwater remediation designs are
limited to considering parameter estimation uncertainty. This study combines the CC
programming with the BMA and HBMA methods and proposes the BMA-CC framework and the
HBMA-CC framework to also include the model structure uncertainty in the CC programming.
The results show that the prediction variances from the parameter estimation uncertainty are much
smaller than those from the model structure uncertainty. Ignoring the model structure uncertainty
in the remediation design may lead to overestimating the design reliability, which can cause design
failure.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Uncertainty in groundwater modeling
Groundwater resources are vital for sustainable economic and demographic growth
(Gleeson et al. 2012). Reliable prediction of groundwater head and contaminant transport is
necessary for successful management of the groundwater resources. However, the groundwater
simulation models are subjected to uncertainty in their predictions. In a general sense, uncertainties
are classified as either aleatory or epistemic (Hofer et al. 2002; Kiureghian and Ditlevsen 2009;
Matthies 2007). While the aleatory uncertainties (statistical uncertainty) are due to the effects of
statistic variability and inherent randomness, the epistemic uncertainties (systematic uncertainty)
are caused by a lack of knowledge about the underlying system (Hora 1996; Senge et al. 2014).
By this definition, the uncertainty in the groundwater models is epistemic because the groundwater
systems are not inherently random and the existence of uncertainty is due to the lack of knowledge
(data) about the underlying system (Gong et al. 2013; Tsai and Elshall 2013).
One possible approach to grasp the uncertainties in complex systems such as groundwater
environments, is to reduce the uncertainty to probability. This process of uncertainty reduction or
“fixation of belief” is a great help to for achieving a more understandable representation of the
underlying system (Peirce 1986; Hookway 2002). Thence, the probability theory has been
extensively used in the literature for assessment of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. The term
“probability” has different definitions for addressing the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. On
one hand, to address the aleatory uncertainty, probability is defined as the frequency of occurrence of
a desired event within a large number of experiments. This interpretation of probability is referred as the
“frequentist probability” (Cox 1990; Kendall and Hill 1953; Stigler 1986). On the other hand, to address
the epistemic uncertainty, probability is defined as an evidential concept that indicates the degree-of1

belief to a proposition for describing a system, given the observation data. This interpretation of
probability is referred as the “Bayesian probability” (Jaynes 1990; Jaynes 1986; Jaynes 2003; Jeffrey
1956). The groundwater systems are not inherently random and the uncertainty in the groundwater
simulation models stem from the incomplete knowledge regarding to the working and the behavior of
the system. Therefore, the Bayesian definition of probability is more desirable for assessing the epistemic
uncertainty of the groundwater models.
The groundwater model uncertainty renders to multiple conceptual models for describing the
current abstract of knowledge about the structure and behavior of the groundwater system, whereas the
Bayesian epistemology (Landes and Williamson 2013; Williamson 2010) may be employed to measure
the degree-of-belief in each conceptual model based on the data evidence. In other words, Bayesian
epistemology is a decision making theory that can assay different competing propositions for describing
a system by using probability. These measured probabilities are referred as the posterior probability of
the groundwater models, which can be updated in the light of new data. This is one of the important
advantages of Bayesian methods, since their representation of the underlying system can always be
updated based on the latest available data. Using the Bayesian methods to analyze the epistemic
uncertainty in groundwater systems can help us to achieve a more manageable depiction of the system
and enhance our ability for effective management of the groundwater resources.
1.2. This dissertation
Figure 1.1 shows the flowchart of this research. The ultimate goals of the research are
quantifying the uncertainty in the groundwater model predictions and understanding the impact of
the quantified uncertainty on the aquifer remediation designs. Due to the epistemic nature of the
uncertainty in the groundwater model predictions, the Bayesian methods are extensively used in
this research.
2

Figure 1.1: The flowchart of research.
The first goal of the research is to quantify groundwater prediction under uncertainty. This
goal is completed by developing the hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) (Chitsazan
and Tsai 2014) method that generalizes the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method. HBMA is
a novel uncertainty analysis method that segregates and prioritizes sources of uncertainty in a
hierarchical structure and conduct BMA for predictions. Using the hierarchical structure, an
analyst is able to conduct a comparative evaluation among the competitive propositions derived
3

by each source of uncertainty and assess the impact of individual source of uncertainty on the
prediction mean and variance. This study employs the HBMA and BMA methods for saltwater
intrusion prediction in the Baton Rouge aquifer system, southeastern Louisiana using two-dimensional
and three-dimensional models, respectively.
The second goal of the study is to devise a methodology for remediation designs under
uncertainty. The chance-constrained (CC) programming is combined with the BMA method and the
HBMA method to propose the BMA-CC framework (Chitsazan et al. submitted) and the HBMA-CC
(Chitsazan and Tsai accepted) framework, which are able to consider the model structure uncertainty in
the remediation design. The HBMA-CC framework is able to handle several sources of uncertainty in a
hierarchical order and show the impact of each source of uncertainty on the remediation design results.
The purpose of using the BMA-CC and HBMA-CC frameworks for remediation designs in this
study is to probe the impact of model structure uncertainty on the groundwater remediation
problems.
As shown in Figure 1.1, the first and the second research tasks are identical for the four employed
research methods. The first research task is the conceptual model development. In this task, the analyst
should decide what important sources of uncertainty to be analyzed and construct a mental image that
abstracts his/her knowledge about the working and the behavior of the groundwater system. This study
uses the saltwater intrusion problem in the "1,500-foot" sand of the Baton Rouge area, southeastern
Louisiana as a case study to illustrate the HBMA method. The HBMA method is applied to a number
of two-dimensional saltwater intrusion models for predicting the saltwater intrusion in the “1,500foot” sand of Baton Rouge area (Chitsazan and Tsai 2014). The “1,500-foot” sand is chosen
because of its importance as a source of groundwater for the public supplies.
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To enhance the predictions of the two-dimensional models, a number of three-dimensional
saltwater intrusion models were developed to include the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand
and the “1,700-foot” sand in the Baton Rouge area. The three-dimensional models show the
detailed fluvial depositions of pervious and impervious units. This detailed aquifer architecture is
important for depicting the saltwater intrusion paths in horizontal and vertical directions.
The BMA method is employed to integrate the developed three-dimensional models to
predict the saltwater intrusion in the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot”
sand of the Baton Rouge area. The BMA-CC framework is applied to the three-dimensional
groundwater flow models to design a hydraulic barrier for protecting the Government St. pump
station, one of the major pump stations that pump the "1,500-foot" sand for public supply in the
Baton Rouge area using the (Chitsazan et al. submitted). The HBMA-CC framework is applied to
a synthetic aquifer for remediation design using scavenger wells.
In the next chapter (Literature Review) the line of thoughts and scientific backgrounds that
led to developing the aforementioned methods in Figure 1.1 are explained. The detailed
explanation and formulation of the employed methods are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 and
chapter 5 demonstrate the application of the HBMA and BMA methods for predicting the saltwater
intrusion in the Baton Rouge aquifer system, respectively. Chapter 6 shows the implementation of
the BMA-CC framework to design a hydraulic barrier for protecting the Government St. pump
station. Chapter 7 demonstrates the application of the HBMA-CC framework for a remediation
design using scavenger wells in a synthetic aquifer. Finally, the general conclusions of this
research are presented.
Most parts of this dissertation are published or submitted for publication in Chitsazan and
Tsai (2014) (for permissions please see the appendix), Chitsazan and Tsai (accepted) and
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Chitsazan et al. (submitted). Chapter 4 and sections 2.1, 3.1, 3.2 are by some modifications from
Chitsazan and Tsai (2014). Chapter 6 is with some modifications from Chitsazan et al. (submitted).
Chapter 7 and sections 2.2, 3.3 are by some modifications from Chitsazan and Tsai (accepted).
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA)
Uncertainty in the groundwater models may come from model parameters, e.g. hydraulic
conductivity distribution (Chan 1993; Feyen and Gorelick 2005; Massoudieh et al. 2012; Morgan
et al. 1993; Nowak and Cirpka 2006; Wagner and Gorelick 1987; Wagner and Gorelick 1989),
model structure, e.g. boundary conditions (Dean Oliver and Christakos 1996; Feyen and Gorelick
2004; Georgakakos and Vlatsa 1991; Jarsjö et al. 2005) and initial conditions (Bau and Mayer
2008), and geological structure (Refsgaard et al. 2012), for example, fault characterization
(Bredehoeft 1997; Chester et al. 1993; Fairley et al. 2003; Salve and Oldenburg 2001).
To account for uncertainty in simulation models, single-model approaches (Cardiff and
Kitanidis 2009; Delhomme 1979; Demissie et al. 2009; Engdahl et al. 2010; Feyen and Caers 2006;
Graham and McLaughlin 1989; Kitanidis 1986; Kuczera and Parent 1998; Neuman 1973; Pearson
Jr 1992; Wagner 1995b) and multi-model approaches (Beven and Binley 1992; Doherty and
Christensen 2011; Nadiri et al. 2013; Neuman 2003; Poeter and Anderson 2005; Poeter and Hill
2007; Refsgaard et al. 2006; Rojas et al. 2010a; Rojas et al. 2008; Rojas et al. 2010b; Seifert et al.
2012; Singh et al. 2010; Tsai 2010; Tsai 2009; Tsai and Elshall 2013; Tsai and Li 2008a; Tsai and
Li 2008b; Ye et al. 2008; Ye et al. 2004; Ye et al. 2010b) are extensively used in the groundwater
community. The single-model approaches select the best models that provides the best fitting error
to the observation data for further analysis, while the multimodel approaches use the ensemble
mean of predictions of multiple models for further analysis.
Despite the popularity of the single-model approaches for groundwater prediction and
uncertainty analysis, they have several weaknesses. Beven and Binley (1992) introduced the
concept of “equifinality” (Von Bertalanffy 1972) by noticing the non-uniqueness of the catchment
7

models. The equifinality concept in the groundwater modeling means that multiple simulation
models with quite different predictions may produce similar fits to the same observation data. In
other words, model parameter heterogeneity and model structure may not be uniquely determined
by the same data set (Bredehoeft 2005; Bredehoeft 2003; Hojberg and Refsgaard 2005; Refsgaard
et al. 2006; Seifert et al. 2012; Troldborg et al. 2007). Thus, the single-model approach may result
in failing to accept the true model or failing to reject a false model. Moreover, using a single model
likely underestimates prediction uncertainty and tends to statistically biased modeling (Tsai and
Li 2008b).
The weakness of the single-model approach has motivated many studies on multi-model
approaches where the weighted average of all plausible individual models is being considered
(Singh et al. 2010). In the multimodel approaches, several simulation models are developed based
on the uncertain model elements, e.g. boundary condition and parameter heterogeneity, where
competing propositions are developed to address the uncertainty in the model elements(Tsai and
Elshall 2013).
The most general multimodel method is the generalized liklihood uncertainty estimation
(GLUE) (Beven and Binley 1992) that has been used in several hydrological problems (Beven
2011; Blasone et al. 2008a; Blasone et al. 2008b; Christensen 2004; Hassan et al. 2008; Montanari
2005; Morse et al. 2003; Pappenberger et al. 2004). The first step in the GLUE method is to
generate a set of prediction models (model space) by using Monte Carlo simulation. Then, the nonbehavioral models that can not pass a certain treshhold for the fintness errore are excluded from
the model set and the posterior probability of the remained models is calculated based on the
observation data, given a likelihood function. The likelihood function in the GLUE method should
monotonically increase by decreasing the fitting error. With this definition, various likelihood
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functions may be employed trough the GLUE method such as inverse weighted variance (Beven
and Binley 1992), exponential (Beven and Freer 2001) and etc. The exponential and inverse
weighted variance likelihood functions; however, do not consider the model complexity in
evaluating the model weights.
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) (Draper 1995; Hoeting et al. 1999) is an alternative
method for GLUE, which is more in favor of “optimality” rather than equifinality. Hoeting et al.
(1999) suggested to form the model space based on the models with optimal (calibrated)
parameters and use the Bayesian epistemology to estimate the posterior probability of each model.
Then, the expected value (weighted average) and the covariance of predictions may be evaluated
by using the laws of total expectation and total covariance, respectively.
Similar to GLUE, an essential step in BMA is to calculate posterior model likelihoods,
which can be evaluated by the means of Monte Carlo simulation (Rojas et al. 2010a; Rojas et al.
2008; Rojas et al. 2010b) or information-theoretic criteria (Burnham and Anderson 2002; Poeter
and Hill 2007; Ye et al. 2008) such as Kashyap information criterion (KIC) (Kashyap 1982a),
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978), Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike
1974) and corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) (Hurvich and Tsai 1989). To avoid the
computational cost of the Monte Carlo simulation, this study adopts information-theoretic criteria
to calculate posterior model likelihoods. Another advantage of using the information-theoretic
criteria is that they explicitly account for the model complexity in their formulation, which enables
to check the models by parsimony principle (Occam’s razor) (Box 1976; Stone 1981). Informationtheoretic criteria tend to balance the “goodness of fit” and the complexity of a model in favor of
simpler models unless simplicity can be traded for a better explanation of the system.
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A recent discussion between (Tsai and Li 2010) and (Ye et al. 2010a) points that KIC raises
an issue of giving high model weights to more uncertain models that contradicts the parsimony
principle (Tsai and Li 2008a). Thus, this study adopts the BIC that evaluates more reasonable
model weights. A common shortcoming of using Information-theoretic criteria to calculate model
posterior probability is they tend to single out the best model due to the narrow size of the Occam’s
window. Tsai and Li (2008 a,b) introduce a variance window to address the critical issue of
Occam’s window by considering the factor of data size.
BMA is a robust multimodel method to integrate prediction models and conduct
uncertainty analysis. However, the current BMA framework does not quantify the contributions of
individual uncertain model elements to the total estimated variance, while addressing this issue is
very important for a thorough uncertainty analysis (Wagener and Gupta 2005). Li and Tsai (2009)
and Tsai (2010) address the problem by separating two sources of uncertainty in the BMA
formulation for groundwater head and concentration predictions. This study generalizes the
formulation in the previous studies and introduces a hierarchical Bayesian model averaging
(HBMA) method (Chitsazan and Tsai 2014; Chitsazan and Tsai accepted).
HBMA is a learning tool that systematically segregates and prioritizes sources of
uncertainty in the BMA trees of posterior model probability, mean predictions, within-model
variance, between model variance and total variance to provide insight to the uncertain model
elements and their competing propositions. The BMA tree of posterior model probabilities (model
weights) may be used to compare the propositions of uncertain model elements. The BMA tree of
mean predictions shows the impact of the uncertain model elements and their propositions on the
mean predictions. The BMA trees of within-model variance, between model variance and total
variances illustrate the propagation of prediction uncertainty through the uncertain model
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elements. The BMA tree of between model variances can also be used to illustrate the contribution
of individual uncertain model elements to the total prediction uncertainty. The proposed HBMA
method is illustrated using a real-world case study where chloride concentration is predicted in the
“1,500-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge area, Louisiana (see Chapter 4).
2.2. Chance-constrained programming for groundwater remediation design
Aquifer remediation designs naturally involve uncertainty in the prediction of groundwater
flow and contaminant transport due to the lack of data in developing simulation models.
Uncertainty may come from model parameters and model structure. Without considering
uncertainty, deterministic management models aim to optimize designs by utilizing deterministic
simulation models (Ahlfeld and Heidari 1994; Ahlfeld et al. 1988; Ataie-Ashtiani and Ketabchi
2011; Guan et al. 2008; Luo et al. 2012; Minsker and Shoemaker 1998; Reichard and Johnson
2005; Rejani et al. 2009; Wagner 1995a; Zheng and Wang 2002). To cope with uncertainty, a
stacking (multi-realization) approach (Chan 1993; Feyen and Gorelick 2004; Wagner and Gorelick
1989) is commonly employed to generate a stack of constraints through realizations of simulation
model parameters in the management model, where optimized designs need to fulfill the stack of
constraints. The stacking method is straightforward; however, the optimization problem
complexity greatly increases by the number of constraints (Farmani and Wright 2003; Farmani et
al. 2005; Venkatraman and Yen 2005). In addition, in stacking method the strictest constraint
control the design problem, which may lead to an overly expensive (Morgan et al. 1993).
Chance-constrained (CC) programming (Charnes and Cooper 1959; Charnes and Cooper
1963; Stancu-Minasian and Wets 1976) is preferred for handling the uncertainty in the
management problems that reduces the number of constraints by explicitly involving the
probability in the formulation. The CC programming determines the optimal decision variables
11

that ensure maintaining the management constraints at a prescribed level of probability (Cooper et
al. 2004; Cooper et al. 2006). In other words, CC programming admits that no design can be
granted, due to the uncertainty in the simulation models. Thence, CC programming permits a
certain level of constraint violation up to a specified probability limits that can be referred as
reliability level. Given a design reliability level and a probability distribution for predicted
quantities, chance constraints can easily be substituted by their deterministic equivalents in that
the uncertain prediction are represented by their statistical moments such as mean, variance and
etc.
In the groundwater community, CC programming is usually developed to cope with model
prediction uncertainty arising from a single uncertain model parameter under a single model
structure (Azaiez et al. 2005; Chan Hilton and Culver 2005; Chang et al. 2007; Datta and Dhiman
1996; Gailey and Gorelick 1993; Hantush and Marino 1989; Morgan et al. 1993; Sawyer and Lin
1998; Smalley et al. 2000; Tung 1986; Wagner 1999; Wagner and Gorelick 1987). However,
several studies have pointed out that model structure is not uniquely determinable since similar
fitting to the same observation data can occur by different model structure propositions (Beven
and Binley 1992; Refsgaard et al. 2006; Troldborg et al. 2007). As a result, using a single
prediction model may bias modeling results and underestimate prediction uncertainty (Neuman
2003). Thus, it is imperative to take into account all significant sources of uncertainty including
model structure uncertainty in the CC programming in order to reduce the likelihood of design
failure. This study applies the HBMA method to the CC programming and proposes the HBMACC framework to account for both model parameter uncertainty and model structure model
uncertainty in the remediation design (Chitsazan and Tsai accepted). Considering one source of
uncertainty in the simulation model structures, the HBMA-CC becomes BMA-CC. The BMA-CC
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and HBMA-CC frameworks were tested to design remediation plans that aim to mitigate the
saltwater intrusion in the groundwater production wells.
The BMA-CC framework is used to design a hydraulic barrier (Abarca et al. 2006; Kashef
1977; Luyun et al. 2011; Mahesha 1996; Reichard and Johnson 2005; Tsai 2010) using injection
wells (Chitsazan et al. submitted). The numerical study is the “1,500-foot” sand of Baton Rouge
aquifer system, southeastern Louisiana, where saltwater intrusion is threatening the public supply
groundwater wells (Lovelace 2007; Tomaszewski 1996a). The hydraulic barrier is designed to
protect the Government St. pump station, one of the major pump stations for the public supply in
the study area.
The HBMA-CC framework is used for remediation design that employs scavenger wells
to reduce concentration in groundwater production wells. Scavenger wells are extraction wells that
are placed between production wells and a source of contamination to pump the brackish water
and prevent the production wells from being contaminated. The numerical study is a synthetic
aquifer. This study considers four sources of uncertainty in the flow and transport simulation
models. They are (1) groundwater head uncertainty in the boundary conditions, (2) grain-size
method uncertainty in determining point-wise hydraulic conductivity, (3) variogram model
uncertainty in kriging hydraulic conductivity distribution, and (4) fault permeability architecture
uncertainty. The remediation design aims to determine the number of scavenger wells, their
location and extraction rate in order to control solute concentration below a required level.
To the best of my knowledge, prior studies of CC programming for groundwater
remediation designs limit to the parameter estimation uncertainty (Chan Hilton and Culver 2005;
Chang et al. 2007; Datta and Dhiman 1996; Gailey and Gorelick 1993; Morgan et al. 1993; Sawyer
and Lin 1998; Tung 1986; Wagner 1999; Wagner and Gorelick 1987). Using the BMA-CC and
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HBMA-CC frameworks, this study also considers the model structure uncertainty in the CC
programming.
2.3. Saltwater intrusion problem in the Baton Rouge area, southern Louisiana
Saltwater intrusion is the infiltration of saline water in the freshwater aquifers that can
cause contamination of the groundwater resources. Saltwater intrusion may naturally occurs in the
most of the coastal aquifers because of the connection between the seawater and the groundwater
aquifers. In the United States, saltwater intrusion is threatening the fresh groundwater resources in
many coastal areas (Miller 2002). This study focuses on the saltwater intrusion problem in the
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, which is highly dependent to the groundwater resources for economic
and demographic developments.
The total withdrawal from all Louisiana’s aquifers is approximately 1,630 MGD (million
gallons per day) in the year 2010 (Sargent 2012). Baton Rouge, the capital of Louisiana, also
heavily relies on groundwater from Southern Hills regional aquifer system for the industrial and
municipal usages. The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources (LaDNR) is in charge of
statewide groundwater management. The Capital Area Ground Water Conservation Commission
(CAGWCC) has the legislative authority to regulate groundwater resources in five parishes (East
Baton Rouge, West Baton Rouge, East Feliciana, West Feliciana, and Pointe Coupee). The
groundwater withdrawal was reported to be approximately 160 MGD in the 2010, which is about
the 88% of the total water withdrawal in the Baton Rouge area (Sargent 2012).
The Southern Hills aquifer system (Figure 2.1) extends through the states of Mississippi
and Louisiana and covers the East Baton Rouge Parish and the West Baton Rouge Parish. The
aquifer system consists of multiple sand-clay sequences which dip toward the south (Bouno 1983).
Each distinguishable sand unit is classified and known with its approximate depth in the Baton
14

Rouge metropolitan area (Rollo 1969; Tomaszewski 1996a). This study focuses on the “1,200foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand. The study area (Figure 2.1) is divided
into three zones by the Baton Rouge (BR) fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville (DSS) fault
(Tepetate fault).
Historically, the natural flow gradient in aquifers was toward the south and the Baton
Rouge fault acted as a flow barrier, separating the brackish water to the south from the freshwater
to the north. However, heavy withdrawal started in early 1950’s, from the area between two faults,
has reversed the groundwater flow gradient toward the north. This change in the flow pattern
resulted in the Baton Rouge fault to act as a leaky barrier (Bense and Person 2006), which does
not completely block the saltwater encroachment from the south side of the fault.
The presence of saline water in the aquifers north of the Baton Rouge fault has been
reported and monitored since then (Lovelace 2007; Meyer and Rollo 1965; Morgan 1961;
Tomaszewski 1990; Tomaszewski 1996a; Tomaszewski and Anderson 1965; Tomaszewski
1996b; Whiteman 1966; Whiteman 1977). In addition, groundwater modeling studies by Tsai and
Li (2008) and Li and Tsai (2009) shown that a large cone of depression is developed near the Lula
pump station and Government St. pump station in the “1,500-foot” sand. Tsai (2010) also
developed a two-dimensional transport model to investigate the saltwater encroachment pathways
in the “1,500-foot” sand aquifer for the next 15 years. His model indicated that a distinct saltwater
intrusion pattern moving northward from south of the Baton Rouge fault towards the Lula pump
station which produce approximately 7.03 MGD water for municipal usages.
This study extends the previous work by developing a three-dimensional model to simulate
the groundwater flow and salinity transport in the Baton Rouge aquifer system. The threedimensional geological structure developed by Elshall et al. (2013) is used to develop the
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simulation model. The three-dimensional model shows the detailed heterogeneity of pervious and
impervious sand units. This is important for depiction of the saltwater intrusion path in horizontal
and vertical directions. The three-dimensional model also shows the structure of Baton Rouge and
Denham Springs-Scotlandville faults. This is particularly important in saltwater intrusion
modeling since the Baton Rouge fault is known as a conduit-barrier system separating the
freshwater to the north from the brackish water to the south. The three-dimensional structure
demonstrates the leaky points along the fault which provides an insight to the saltwater infiltration
path in the freshwater aquifers.
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Figure 2.1: Southern Hills aquifer system
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3. Methodology
3.1. Bayesian model averaging (BMA)
In order to develop a saltwater intrusion model, one needs to choose a proposition from the
competing propositions of each source of uncertainty. Combination of different choices from the
competing propositions of sources of uncertainty leads to multiple groundwater simulation models.



Let M  M (1) , M (2) , M (3) ,..., M ( q ) ,..., M ( Nm )

 be a set of groundwater prediction models, which

are developed to predict the target quantity  and N m be the number of models in the set M .
Based on the law of total probability (Leamer 1978; Kechris1995), given the data evidence D ,
posterior probability of the prediction  is: (Draper 1995; Raftery 1995; Raftery et al. 1997):



 



Pr   D   q Pr  D, M ( q ) Pr M ( q ) D ,



(1)



where Pr  D, M(q) is the posterior probability of prediction quantity  , given model M(q) , and





Pr M(q) D is the posterior model probability for model M(q) . In this study,  can be the chloride

concentration, groundwater head or groundwater velocity. Assuming the models in the set M to
be mutually exclusive (disjoint), Pr  M ( q ) D can be calculated by using the Bayes’ theorem
(Berger 1985) as:

Pr(M(q) | D) 

Pr(D | M (q) ) Pr(M (q) )
.
 q Pr(D | M(q) ) Pr(M(q) )

(2)

In equation (2), Pr(D | M(q) ) is the marginal likelihood function of model M(q) that depends
on the model ability to reproduce the observation data. The details on model likelihood calculation
are presented in section 3.2.6. Pr(M(q) ) is the prior model probability of the model M(q) , which
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indicates the comparative importance of the model M(q) in comparison to other models in the set
M , before visiting data.

Using the law of total expected value (Sugiura 1978), the mean of the prediction  using
the models in the set M is:



 



E   | D   q E  | D, M ( q ) Pr M ( q ) | D ,

(3)





where E   | D is the mean prediction, given the data D , E  | D, M ( q ) is the expected value of
predictions, given the model M ( q ) and data D and Pr  M ( q ) | D is the posterior probability of the
model M ( q ) , which can be calculated based on equation (2).
Using the law of total covariance, the covariance of the prediction  can be calculated by
Cov( | D)  EM Cov( | D, M ( q ) )  Cov M E( | D, M ( q ) ) .

(4)

The term EM Cov( | D, M ( q ) ) in equation (4) is the within-model covariance of predictions.
Given a simulation model from the set M , the within-model covariance of predictions stems from
the uncertainty in the estimated parameters. The term EMVar ( | D, M q ) averages the prediction
covariances of all the individual models as:



 



EM Cov( | D, M ( q ) )  q Cov C | D, M ( q ) Pr M ( q ) | D .

(5)

The term CovM E ( | D, M ( q ) ) in equation (4) is the between-model covariance of
predictions that accounts for the spreading of mean predicted values by different models.
CovM E ( | D, M ( q ) ) can be calculated by:





Cov M E ( | D, M ( q ) )   q E  | D, M ( q )  E   | D  









 E  | D, M ( q )  E   | D   Pr M ( q ) | D ,


T

where the superscript “ T ” is the transpose operator.
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(6)

BMA is a very useful method to integrate multiple models for uncertainty analysis.
However, more detailed information cannot be obtained by only looking into the prediction mean
and variance of the entire models. For example, the posterior model probabilities in equation (2)
cannot be used to assess relative importance of the propositions of each source of uncertainty. The
impact of individual sources of uncertainty on the prediction cannot be evaluated. The contribution
of individual source of uncertainty to the total prediction variance is not clear. The following
section, introduces the hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) method to address these
issues.
3.2. Hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA)
3.2.1. BMA tree
Considering p sources of uncertainty in a hierarchical order, each of which provides a
number of propositions. Top-down combinations of propositions form a BMA tree (Chitsazan and
Tsai 2014) shown in Figure 3.1. Each level in the BMA tree represents a targeted source of
uncertainty, which stacks on the top of other sources of uncertainty below it. The base level of the
BMA tree contains base models that are simulation models developed as a result of all
combinations of propositions. A base model is denoted as M p at level p . Increasing the number
of sources of uncertainty increases the number of levels of the BMA tree and the number of models.
A parent model is a model at a vertex of a level, which has its child models immediately one level
below. BMA is performed to average child models to obtain their parent models. Therefore, the
parent models are the BMA results of their child models. All models above the base level are BMA
models. The top-most BMA model is called the hierarch model, which averages models at level
1. The basic models of both BMA and HBMA are the base models.
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HBMA is similar to BMA in Hoeting et al. (1999) in that it adopts the laws of total
probability, total expectation and total covariance in order to integrate the outcomes of simulation
models and assess their prediction uncertainty. The outcomes from the hierarch model in the
HBMA are the same as those from the BMA model in Hoeting et al. (1999). Both HBMA and
BMA require the base models to be mutually exclusive (Ye et al. 2005; Refsgaard et al. 2012; Tsai
and Elshall 2013) such that they are not identical and they can be solely used for prediction.
Hierarch model

1st source of
uncertainty

M1 models

(P-2)th source
of uncertainty

M(p-2) models

(P-1)th source
of uncertainty

M(p-1) models

Pth source of
uncertainty

M(p) models
base models

Figure 3.1: A schematic of hierarchical Bayesian model averaging: a BMA tree.
However, the outcomes that are only possible to obtain through HBMA are as follows.
First, HBMA provides BMA trees to evaluate different competing propositions and sources of
uncertainty in detail. Second, uncertainty prioritization through the between-model variance at
different levels can only be provided by the HBMA. Third, the HBMA allows for the visualization
of the impact of each source of uncertainty on predictions and remediation solutions.
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3.2.2. Method development
Considering p sources of uncertainty, a base model is denoted as M(ij ...lm )  M p at level
p

p . The subscript (ij...lm) is an index list that locates a base model hierarchically top down from
p

the first level, to the second level and so forth to reach to level p . For instance, the ith model at the
first level of BMA tree is denoted by M i M1 , the jth model at level 2 that is a child model of

M i M1 is denoted by M ij M2 and so forth until the level p . On this account, a BMA model
M p1 at level p  1 is the BMA of its child base models M p at level p , a BMA model in M p2

at level p  2 is BMA of its child BMA models M p1 at level p  1 , and so forth, until the hierarch
model, is composed.
3.2.3. Model weights
According to the law of total probability, the posterior probability of prediction  given
data D for the hierarch model, given base models M i j

m

M p , is

p

Pr   | D  EM1 EM2

EM p Pr   | D, M p  .

(7)

In equation (7), EM p is the expectation operator with respect to models M p at level p .
Pr   | D, M p  is the posterior probability of the prediction  given data

level p . EM1 EM2

D and models

M p at

EM p represents a series of averaging operations over models from level p up

to level 1. EM p Pr   | D, M p  is the averaged posterior probability over models M p at level
p . That is
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EM p Pr   | D, M p    Pr  | D, M i j
m

m

 Pr  M 

ij

m

| D, M i j



,

(8)

where the last index m denotes the base models at level p given their parents model at level



p  1 and Pr M i j

m

| D, M i j



 is the conditional probability of child models M 

ij

m

at the

level p given data D and their parent models M i j  at level p  1 , which represents the
conditional model weights. Therefore, in equation (8)



Pr  | D, M i j

m

  Pr   | D, M 

(9)

p

and



Pr M i j

m

| D, M i j



  Pr M

p

| D, M p 1  .

(10)

Thus, equation (9) can be written as
Pr   | D, M p 1   EM p  Pr   | D, M p 

(11)

According to equation (11), by operating the expectations up to level n  1 in equation (7),
one can derive the posterior probability of prediction at level
Pr   | D, Mn   EMn1 EMn2

n

as:

EM p Pr   | D, M p  .

(12)

For BMA in (Hoeting et al. 1999), only one level of models is considered. Then, equation (7)
reduces to



 



Pr   | D  EM1 Pr   | D, M1    Pr  | D, M i  Pr M i  | D .
i

(13)

This research considers three and four levels in the BMA tree for the different case studies.
The posterior probability of prediction is for a BMA tree with three levels is:
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Pr   | D 
 EM1 EM2 EM3  Pr   | D, M 3  

(14)

  Pr   | D, M (ijk )  Pr  M (ijk ) | D, M ( ij )  Pr  M ( ij ) | D, M ( i )  Pr  M ( i ) | D 
i

j

k

and the posterior probability of predictions for a BMA tree with four sources of uncertainty is
Pr   | D 
 EM1 EM2 EM3 EM4  Pr   | D, M 4  

  Pr   | D, M (ijkl )  Pr  M (ijkl ) | D, M (ijk )  Pr  M (ijk ) | D, M (ij )  Pr  M (ij ) | D, M (i )  Pr  M (i ) | D  .
i

j

k

l

(15)
For a BMA tree with p levels as shown in Figure 3.1, the posterior probability of predictions is

Pr   | D 
 EM1 EM2 EM p  Pr   | D, M p  
   Pr  | D, M i j m Pr M i j
i

j

l



m

 

m

| D, M i j









Pr M i j  | D, M (i ) Pr  M (i ) | D  .

(16)

Based on the Bayes’ rule, given the data D , the posterior model probability for a base
model can be calculated by

Pr  M (i j

m)

| D 



 Pr  M   
  Pr  D | M    Pr  M 
Pr D | M i j

m

ij

ij

i



where Pr D | M i j

m

j



m

m

ij

m

m



,

(17)



is the likelihood of a base model and Pr M i j

m



is the prior model

probability of a base model. By adding up the posterior model probability from base models up to
models at level n  1, the posterior model probability at level

Pr  M n | D  

  Pr  D | M 
n 1

  Pr  D | M 
i

m

ij

m

j

m

ij

n

can be calculated by

 Pr  M   
.
 Pr  M   
ij

m

m

ij

m

The conditional posterior model probability of a base model under its parent model is
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(18)



Pr D | M i j

Pr  M p | D, M p 1  

 Pr  D | M 

m
ij



m

| M i j



m

ij

m

m

where Pr M i j

 Pr  M 
  Pr  M 

| M i j



| M i j
m

ij



(19)



 is the conditional prior model probability of a base model M p under

the parent model M p1 . The conditional posterior model probability at level
models

n

under their parent

M n1 is

Pr  M n | D, M n 1  

  Pr  D | M 
n 1

  Pr  D | M 
n

m

ij

m

n 1

ij

m

 Pr  M 
  Pr  M 

m

ij

m

ij

| M i j



| M i j
m




(20)

Therefore, each model at any level in the BMA tree has two types of model weights: (a)
model weight given by the posterior model probability in equation (17) and (b) conditional model
weight given by the conditional posterior model probability in equation (20) .



In equations (17) and (20) , the prior model probabilities Pr M i j



model probabilities Pr M i j

m

| M i j





m

 and conditional prior

reflect the comparative importance of the competing

propositions of one level before visiting the data. In the absence of prior knowledge about the
competing propositions of one source of uncertainty, equal conditional prior model probabilities
can be considered for the propositions of that source of uncertainty. If this is the case for all the
uncertainty sources, the obtained posterior model probabilities and conditional posterior model
probabilities are solely based on the observation data. In this case, the posterior model probabilities
(model weights) in equation (17) become

Pr  M p | D  



Pr D | M i j


i

j



m



 Pr D | M i j
m

m



,

(21)
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the model weights at level

Pr  M n | D  

n in equation (18) become

  Pr  D | M 
n 1

m


i



 Pr D | M i j

j

m



m

ij

m



,

(22)

the conditional model weights for the base models in equation (19) become
Pr  M p | D, M p 1  



Pr D | M i j

 Pr  D | M 

m
ij



m

m



,

(23)

and the conditional model weights for models at level n under their parent models

M n1 in

equation (20) become

Pr  M n | D, M n1  

  Pr  D | M 
n 1


n

n 1

m

ij

m



 Pr D | M i j
m


m



.

(24)

Using the equations (21) to (24), the BMA tree of model weights can be obtained. Each
model at the BMA tree has two types of model posterior probabilities or model weights: (a) model
posterior probability (model weight) given by equation (22) and (b) conditional model weight
given by equation (24). The BMA tree of model weights can be used to segregate the sources of
uncertainty and evaluate the comparative importance of the competing propositions of each source
of uncertainty based on the data evidence. This evaluation is not allowed in the BMA (Hoeting et
al. 1999).
3.2.4. Prediction expectation (mean)
For BMA in (Hoeting et al. 1999), where only one level of models is considered, the
expected value (mean) of predictions can be calculated by



 



E   | D  EM1  E   | D, M1    E  | D, M i  Pr M i  | D .
i
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(25)





In equation (25), E  | D, M i  is the expected value of predictions given data D and
model M i  . This research considers three and four levels in the BMA tree for the different case
studies. The expected value of predictions at the hierarch level for a BMA tree with three levels
can be obtained by:
E   | D
 EM1 EM2 EM3  E   | D, M 3  

(26)

  E   | D, M (ijk )  Pr  M (ijk ) | D, M (ij )  Pr  M (ij ) | D, M ( i )  Pr  M ( i ) | D 
i

j

k

and the expected value of predictions at the hierarch level for a BMA tree with four sources of
uncertainty is
E   | D
 EM1 EM2 EM3 EM4  E   | D, M 4  

  E   | D, M (ijkl )  Pr  M (ijkl ) | D, M (ijk )  Pr  M (ijk ) | D, M ( ij )  Pr  M ( ij ) | D, M ( i )  Pr  M ( i ) | D  .
i

j

k

l

(27)
For a BMA tree with p levels as shown in Figure 3.1, the expected value of predictions at the
hierarch level can be evaluated by:

E   | D
 EM1 EM2
 
i

j

EM p  E   | D, M p 
 E  | D, M i j m Pr M i j
l

m



 

m

| D, M i j









Pr M i j  | D, M (i ) Pr  M (i ) | D  .

(28)

Equation (28) operates the expectation from the base level to the hierarch level of the BMA
tree. One can obtain the expected value of the predictions  at level n of the BMA tree by operating
the expectation from the base level to the level n  1of the BMA tree as:
E   | D, M n   EMn1 EMn2

EM p E   | D, M p  .
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(29)

In equations (25) to (29), EMn 
by models

 is the expectation operator to average

prediction  given

M n . Using equation (29), one can develop a BMA tree of prediction means that provides

insights in model averaging for analysts. To see all possible averaged predicted quantities at
different levels, which cannot be achieved by the one-level BMA.
3.2.5. Prediction covariance
Using the law of total covariance, the covariance of predictions for the hierarch model at
level 0 of the BMA tree is
Cov   | D  E M1 E M2
n 1

  E M1 E M2
n p

E M p Cov   | D, M p  
E Mn1 Cov M n E   | D, M n   .

(30)

In equation (30), Cov   | D, M p  is the prediction covariance for the models at level p of the,
given data D . CovMn [ ] is the covariance operator, which calculates the between-model
covariance at level n  1 as:

CovMn  E   | D, M n  
T
 E Mn   E   | D, M n   E   | D, M n1   E   | D, M n   E   | D, M n1    ,



(31)

This research considers three and four levels in the BMA tree for the different case studies.
Considering three sources of uncertainty in the BMA three the equation (30) becomes:
Cov   | D  E M1 E M2 E M3 Cov   | D, M 3    E M1 E M2 CovM3 E   | D, M 3 
 E M1 CovM2  E   | D, M 2    CovM1  E   | D, M1  ,

and considering four sources of uncertainty in the BMA tree the equation (30) becomes
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(32)

Cov   | D  E M1 E M2 E M3 E M 4 Cov   | D, M 4    CovM1  E   | D, M1  
+E M1 CovM2  E   | D, M 2    E M1 E M 2 CovM3  E   | D, M 3  

(33)

+E M1 E M2 E M3 CovM 4  E   | D, M 4   .

The first, second, third and fourth terms in equation (33) are the between-model variances
at the first level, the second level, the third level and the forth level of the BMA tree, respectively,
resulted from four uncertain model elements. The last term in equation (33) is the within-model
variance of the base models, resulted from the model parameter uncertainty.
Similarly, the hierarchical BMA provides insights for analysts to evaluate prediction
covariance of using BMA models at different levels. The covariance of prediction using BMA
models at level n  p is
Cov   | D, Mn   EMn1 Cov   | D, Mn1   CovMn1 E   | D, Mn1  ,

(34)

where EMn1 Cov   | D, Mn1  is the within-model covariance of prediction using BMA models
at level n  1:
EMn1 Cov   | D, Mn1   EMn1 EMn2 Cov   | D, Mn2   EMn1 CovMn2 E   | D, Mn2 

(35)

CovMn1 E   | D, Mn1  is the between model covariance using the models at level n  1 . CovMn1

is the covariance operator with respect to models
covariance of the model

Mn

at level

n

M n1 . Equations (34) show that the within-model

is the average of the total covariance of its child models at

level n+1. The between model covariance of the model
means of its child models

M n1

Mn

at level

n

comes from the spread of

at level n  1. Stepping to the level n  1 , equation (35) shows that

the within-model covariance of predictions at level n  1 itself is the sum of the average total
variance of BMA models at level n  2 . Thus, one can say that the within-model covariance of the
BMA models at each level of the BMA tree are the average of the total variance of their child
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models. This is true except for the base models, where the between model variance is zero and the
within-model covariance is equal to the total covariance.
From the calculating perspective, one first needs to calculate the within-model covariance
and the mean predictions of the base models because the base models are the basic elements of the
HBMA analysis. Then, using equation (29), the mean predictions can be evaluated for all the BMA
models from level p  1 to level 0 (the hierarch model). Then starting from level p  1 , the
between model covariance of predictions can be evaluated by using equation (34) and the withinmodel covariance of prediction can be evaluate by averaging the total covariance of prediction of
the child models at level p . This process can be continued until the reach the hierarch model.
Calculating the within-model and between model variances for all the models in the BMA tree
lead to developing the BMA tree of predictions which shows the propagation of prediction
variances between the different sources of uncertainty.
3.2.6. Model likelihood estimation
Computation of the marginal likelihood function of the simulation models is a necessary
part of both BMA and HBMA. For BMA, Pr( D | M(q) ) in equation (2) needs to be estimated in
order to obtain the posterior probability of the models Pr(M(q) | D) . Similarly for HBMA, one need



to obtain the Pr D | M i j

m

 in order to calculate the posterior model probabilities and conditional

posterior model probabilities using equations (21) to (24).
The marginal likelihood of a model

Mp

is calculated by integrating over all the plausible

parameters that are embedded in the model (parameter space) as:
Pr  D | M p    Pr  D | M p , β p  Pr  β p | M p  dβ p ,
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(36)

where  is the parameter space,
data given model
model

Mp

βp

is the model parameter, Pr  D | M p , β p  is the likelihood of

and Pr  β p | M p  is the prior probability of the parameter

βp

given the

M p . Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method has been commonly used for evaluating

the marginal likelihood function in equation (36) (George and McCulloch 1993; Madigan and
Raftery 1994; Madigan et al. 1995; Raftery et al. 1997; Rojas et al. 2010b; Wöhling and Vrugt
2008). However, the calculation of the marginal likelihood integral (equation (36)) through the
MCMC method might be computationally impractical for the large scale groundwater applications.
An alternative to the numerical calculation of the marginal likelihood function is using
information-theoretic criterions, which provide a fair but less expensive approximation of the
marginal likelihood function (Burnham and Anderson 2002; Singh et al. 2010). Based on different
statistical assumptions, various kinds of information criterions are available. For example, Akaike
information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974, 1992) the corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc)
(Hurvich and Tsai 1989; Sugiura 1978), Hannan and Quinn’s information criterion (Hannan and
Quinn 1979), focused information criterion (FIC) (Claeskens and Hjort 2003), Kullback
information criterion (Seghouane and Bekara 2004), Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
(Schwarz 1978) and Kashyap information criterion (KIC) (Kashyap 1982b). The information
theoretic criterions has been used in many disciplines. In the groundwater area, AIC (Moukana
and Koike 2008; Poeter and Anderson 2005), KIC (Neuman 2003; Ye et al. 2004) and BIC (Tsai
2010; Tsai and Li 2008b) are used for estimating the marginal likelihood function.
In this study, assuming that the parameters following a multivariate normal distribution,
the BIC that uses the Laplace approximation to estimate the marginal likelihood function is
adopted. Although this study use the BIC for likelihood approximation, the proposed HBMA
method is general and can be adopted with other information criterions as well.
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Using the BIC, the marginal likelihood integral in equation (36) may be approximated by:
(Li and Tsai 2009; Tsai and Li 2008b)
Pr  D | M p   exp  12 BIC p  ,

where

BIC p if

(37)

the BIC for base model M p that is:





ˆ   m ln N ,
BIC p  2 ln  Pr D | M p , β
p
p



(38)

where βˆ p is the maximum-likelihood estimated parameter set for base model M p , N is the
number of observed data that are used to estimate β p , and m p is the number of parameters for

β p . Assuming equal prior probabilities for β p and independent Gaussian distribution for
parameter estimation errors, the BIC in equation (38) becomes

BIC p  Qp  N ln 2  mp ln N ,
where,

Q p is

(39)

the some of the weighted square errors that can be estimated as:

Qp   cal  Obs  C1  cal  Obs  .
T

(40)

In equation (40),  cal and Obs are the calculated and observed values of the prediction  ,
respectively. C is a diagonal covariance matrix of independent errors. The elements of the main
diagonal of C can be calculated by running a sufficient number of data weighting coefficients
(Li and Tsai 2009).
3.2.7. BIC and variance window for posterior probability estimation
Substituting the approximated marginal likelihood form equation (37) in to equation(21),
one can calculate the posterior probability of the base models as:
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Pr  M p | D  




i

where BICi j

j

m

 BICi j

Using the “ BICi j



exp   12 BICi j m 


exp   12 BICi j


m

m ”

m



m






,

(41)

 BICmin . BICmin is the minimum BIC among the base models.

instead of BICi j

m

in equation (41) is a common practice to avoid the

large number in the exponential power (Tsai and Elshall 2013; Ye et al. 2005).
Equation (41) determines the model weights based on the Occam’s window (Madigan and
Raftery 1994). Raftery (1995) defines that models with BICmin < 6 belong to the Occam’s
acceptance window, meaning that models with BICmin > 6 virtually being ignored by the
Occam’s window. For a data size of 30-50, the size of Occam’s acceptance window is roughly in
agreement with the 5% significant level of the t static test, where the models with less than 5% are
being ignored. However, the size of the Occam’s window is too narrow (Hoeting et al. 1999),
which may lead to the biased estimation of the posterior model probabilities because the
probability of the models within the Occam’s acceptance window will be inflated, and other good
models will be ignored because of the exponential decrease in their posterior model probability.
In other words, using the Occam’s acceptance window may lead to single out the best model and
ignore the other good. Selecting the best model, or only a few good models, may biased the
predictions and underestimate the prediction uncertainty.
Tsai and Li (2008 a, b) and Li and Tsai (2009) introduced the concept of “variance
window” to address this problem by statistically considering the factor of data size in computing
the likelihood function using BIC. The variance window introduces a scaling factor:



s1

(42)

s2 d
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to increase the size of the Occam’s acceptance window. In equation (42), s1 is the BICi j

m

value corresponding to the significance level in Occam’s window and s1 is the size of the variance
window in the unit of  d  2n . The scaling factor



can take values between 0 and 1, where

  1 derives Occam’s window and   0 assign equal weights to all the models. Decreasing 
value to less than 1 increases the size of the acceptance window to consider more models in the
model averaging.
Table 3.1, based on Tsai and Li (2008b), shows the values of scaling factor  for
different variance window sizes and different significance level. Substituting the scaling factor

 from Table 3.1 to equation (41), allows to estimate the posterior probability of the base models
in the BMA tree as:

Pr  M p | D  
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exp   12 BICi j m 


exp   12 BICi j
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.

(43)

With the same procedure, one can calculate the posterior model probabilities and conditional
posterior probabilities of all the models in the BMA tree.
Table 3.1: values of scaling factor  based on different variance window sizes and significance
levels for data size n (Tsai and Li 2008b).

𝜎𝐷

2𝜎𝐷

4𝜎𝐷

Significance level 5%

4.24
n

2.12
n

1.06
n

Significance level 1%

6.51
n

3.26
n

1.63
n
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At this point, formulating the HBMA method with variance window and BIC for
likelihood estimation is finished. The provided framework is a learning tool that can provide an
insight to the uncertainty analysis procedure by segregating the sources of uncertainty in the BMA
trees of posterior model probability, prediction mean, within-model variance, between model
variance and total variance. This partially addresses the concern of Gupta et al. (2012) that the
current BMA framework lumps all errors in a single misfit without providing an insights into
model structure adequacy. Similar to other model averaging methods, HBMA can be also used to
integrate the outcomes of several prediction models and assess the uncertainty of the predictions.
In addition, HBMA also enables to learn more about the uncertain model components and sources
of uncertainty in the system. The following section, formulates the chance-constrained (CC)
programming in conjunction to the HBMA method and propose the HBMA-CC framework for
groundwater remediation design under uncertainty.
3.3. Chance-constrained programming
3.3.1. Hydraulic barrier design
This section introduces the chance-constrained programming method to consider the
quantified mean and variance of the predictions in the remediation design. The CC programming
determines the optimal decision variables that ensure maintaining the management constraints at a
prescribed level of probability. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of a hydraulic barrier design that aims
to protect the pumping wells by injecting freshwater along the hydraulic barrier AB such that
contaminated groundwater will not cross the barrier. Let x-y be the global coordinates for the
groundwater model and x - y be the local coordinates for the hydraulic barrier. If the flow
prediction has no uncertainty, the design that makes the velocity Vy  0 for the entire AB will
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guarantee the success of the barrier. However, precise prediction is practically impossible due to
uncertainty in the simulation models. Using the probability to characterize the velocity predictions,
a certain level of desired reliability is required that forms a chance constraint (Guo et al. 2013; He
et al. 2008):

Pr Vy  0    ,

(44)

where Pr Vy  0  is the probability of the constraint Vy  0 and  [0,1] is the desired
reliability level. Given F as the cumulative distribution function of V y  , equation (44) is
equivalent to its deterministic form

Vy     F 1 (Vy ;  1... n )  0 ,

(45)

where F 1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of F and  1 ,...,  n are the statistical
moments of the probability density function. Considering that the velocity field follows the normal
distribution (Ballio and Guadagnini 2004; Meyer and Brill 1988; Peters et al. 2013), equation (45)
can be simplified by its deterministic equivalent form (Cooper et al. 2004) (Chitsazan et al
submitted) as:
Vy    E Vy   F 1   Var Vy   0 ,

(46)

where only the first and the second statistical moments are required to describe the distribution of
Vy . In equation (46), E Vy  is the expectation of V y  , Var Vy  is the variance of Vy , and F 1

is the inverse cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution, which is a
function of  . Equation (46) is based on the velocity in the local coordinate system. Given a
rotation angle  , equation (46) can be rewritten for the global coordinate system as:
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Vy    cos   E Vy   sin   E Vx 
 F 1   cos 2  Var Vy   sin2  Var Vx   0,

(47)

where Vx and V y are the velocity components along the x axis and y axis, respectively.

Figure 3.2: A schematic hydraulic barrier.
3.3.2. Remediation design using scavenger wells
Consider a remediation design that extracts least amount of contaminated groundwater
using scavenger wells in order to lower contaminant concentration at production wells below a
required standard. Let C be the predicted concentration and CMPL be the maximum permissible
level (MPL). Similar to the hydraulic barrier design, if there is no error in simulation models, then
the design that meets C  CMPL is guaranteed to be successful. However, similar to the
groundwater flow models, predictions of the transport models are also subjected to uncertainty.
Using the equivalent form in equation (46), the chance constrain for the scavenger well design can
be formulated as (Chitsazan and Tsai accepted):
C  E C   F 1   Var C   CMPL ,

(48)
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where  is the desired reliability level, E C  is the expectation of C , Var C  is the variance of

C , and F 1 is the inverse cumulative standard normal distribution function, which is a function
of  . The term C is the  confidence bound for C . In other words, the value of C will be less
than C with  probability.
A great deal of difficulty in the chance constrained programming using equations (47) and
(48) is to obtain the spatial-temporal expectation and variance of the predictive V and C ,
respectively, as they are the results of uncertainty propagation from model parameters and model
structure. This study uses the proposed BMA and HBMA methods to integrate multiple models
created by different sources of uncertainty and derive expectation and variance of V and C .
3.3.3. HBMA-CC programming
Combination of the proposed HBMA method and the chance-constrained programming
forms the HBMA-CC framework. Based on the BMA tree, an analyst can evaluate the remediation
design using base models and BMA models in the chance-constrained programming. If the
posterior probability distribution of the concentration after the model averaging approximately
follows a normal distribution, the deterministic equivalent can be used for the chance constraint
for a model

Mn

at level

n

as:

Vy     cos   E Vy | D, M n   sin   E Vx | D, M n  
F

1

 

cos  Var Vy | D, M n   sin 2  Var Vx | D, M n   0
2

(49)

for hydraulic barrier design and

C = E  C | D, Mn   F 1   Var  C | D, Mn   CMPL ,
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(50)

for remediation design using scavenger wells. In equations (49) and (50), the expected value and
variance of predictions can be evaluated based on equations (29) and (34), respectively. Here
formulating the HBMA-CC frame work is finished. Considering one source of uncertainty
available in predicting the chloride concentration or groundwater velocity, the HBMA-CC
framework reduces to the BMA-CC framework, where the predictive expectation and variances
can be evaluated by using equations (3) and (4).
Both HBMA-CC and BMA-CC frameworks can handle the remediation design under
model structure and model parameter uncertainty. However, when more than one source of
uncertainty is available in the model structure, HBMA-CC provides some additional information
about the competing proposition of different sources of uncertainty in the remediation design.
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4. Uncertainty Segregation and Comparative Evaluation: A Hierarchical
Bayesian Model Averaging (HBMA) Method for Groundwater Prediction
under Uncertainty*
The process of developing groundwater simulation models is always subject to uncertainty
due to the incomplete knowledge about the underlying groundwater system. The incomplete
knowledge is regarding to the model parameters, model structure and the observation data. The
uncertainty in these model components may propagates to the predictions from the groundwater
simulation models, which are very important in the management of groundwater resources. The
uncertainty in developing the conceptual groundwater models renders to multiple competing
propositions for different model elements e.g. boundary condition and fault characterization, to describe
the current abstract knowledge about the model elements. The multiple propositions for each model
element lead to several simulation models that can be used for the groundwater prediction.
A common practice to handle the uncertainty in the groundwater models is through
statistical treatment of the incomplete knowledge. Since the uncertainty in the groundwater models
is an epistemic (knowledge based) uncertainty, the Bayesian epistemology is the most suitable way
for analyzing the uncertainty of simulation models. The Bayesian epistemology is a theory about
degree of belief that is founded over three main axioms. They are: (1) probability, which means
that there should be a probability function that measures the degree of belief to each model, given
the evidence of data, (2) Calibration, which means that the simulation models should be calibrated
based on the observation data, and (3) Equivocation which means that the models should not more
complex than is demanded by the data evidence.

* This chapter is reproduced with modifications from Chitsazan and Tsai (2014). The chapter is
reproduced with permission from the publisher.
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Using the axioms of Bayesian epistemology, the posterior probability of different
groundwater models may be estimated based on the data evidence, where the estimated posterior
probabilities may be updated in the light of a new evidence (data).
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) is a robust method for combining the results of several
simulation models, which uses the Bayesian epistemology to estimate the posterior probability of
each groundwater model. The BMA method uses estimated posterior probabilities together with
statistical laws of total expectation and total covariance to evaluate the mean and covariance of the
predictions. Although BMA is a rigorous approach multimodel method, because it considers all
the simulation models in one level, it does not provide a comparative evaluation for different
proposition of each model element. BMA also does not show the contribution of each model
component to the total prediction variance.
To address these shortcomings of the BMA method, this study introduces the hierarchical
Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) method (see section 3.2) to segregate and prioritize sources
of uncertainty in a hierarchical structure and conduct BMA for concentration prediction. A BMA
tree of models is developed to understand the impact of individual sources of uncertainty and
uncertainty propagation on model predictions. HBMA evaluates the relative importance of
different modeling propositions at each level in the BMA tree of model weights. This study applied
the HBMA method to predict the chloride concentration for the “1,500-foot” sand of the Baton
Rouge area, Louisiana from 2005 to 2029. The groundwater head data from 1990 to 2004 is used
for model calibration. Four sources of uncertainty are considered and resulted in 180 flow and
transport models for concentration prediction. The results show that the prediction variances
dramatically increase by increasing the number of uncertainty sources. The prediction variances
of concentration from uncertain model elements are much higher than the prediction variance from
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uncertain model parameters. The HBMA method is able to quantify the contributions of individual
sources of uncertainty to the total uncertainty. It is shown that the contribution of the uncertainty
sources to the total prediction variances depends on the location and time of the prediction.
4.1. Two-dimensional saltwater intrusion model development for the “1,500-foot” sand of
Baton Rouge aquifer system
This study develops two-dimensional groundwater flow and mass transport models with
for the “1,500-foot” sand of Baton Rouge aquifer system, which is an important source of
groundwater for public usages. The initial and the boundary conditions of the model are based on
Tsai (2010). The simulation period is from 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2029, which is divided into the
calibration period from 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2004 and the prediction period from 1/1/2005 to
12/31/2029. The initial chloride concentration on 1/1/1990 is shown in Figure 4.1. The fault
permeability is characterized by the hydraulic characteristic (HC), which is hydraulic conductivity
per unit width (Hsieh et al. 1993). The groundwater model uses the time-varied constant-head
boundary condition for all boundaries. For developing the hydraulic conductivity field, first the
available porosity data is used to estimate the point-wise hydraulic conductivities. Then, the
Kriging interpolation is used to estimate the distribution of hydraulic conductivity in the modeling
domain. The major production wells are Lula pump station and Government Street pump station
that are located in north of the Baton Rouge fault. The Lula pump includes six pumping wells,
which averagely extract 7.03 million gallons per day. The Government St. pump station includes
two active pumping wells, which averagely extract 1.59 million gallons per day. In this study, the
pumping rates are assumed to be held constant in the prediction period. This study uses
MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) and MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang 1999) to simulate groundwater
flow and chloride transport from 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2029. 706 head observations from 1/1/1990 to
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12/31/2004 at the USGS water wells shown in Figure 4.1 are used to calibrate the models. Then,
the prediction models are develop to predict saltwater intrusion from 1/1/2005 to 12/31/2029.

Figure 4.1: The map of study area and chloride concentration (mg/L) distribution on January 1,
1990 (Tsai 2011). The leading edge is 250 mg/L chloride concentration. Circles are groundwater
pumping wells and triangles are the USGS observation wells. All of the wells in the figure are
screened at the “1500-feet” sand.
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4.2. Sources of uncertainty
Due to the limited hydrogeological data and knowledge, many sources of uncertainty exist
in developing different elements of the model structure, which result in many possible saltwater
intrusion models. This study specifically analyzes four sources of uncertainty. They are (1)
groundwater head uncertainty in the boundary condition, (2) grain-size method uncertainty in
determining point-wise hydraulic conductivity, (3) variogram model uncertainty in kriging
hydraulic conductivity distribution, and (4) fault permeability architecture uncertainty.
First, the head value uncertainty in the determined boundary condition due to the lack of
groundwater head data is assessed. 5 sets of head values for the boundaries by changing the current
boundary head values for 0%, 10% and  20% changes are proposed. Second, three grain-size
based empirical methods (Slitcher, Terzaghi and Zamarin methods) are used to estimate hydraulic
conductivity at locations where porosity data are available. Table 4.1 lists the formula of the
employed grain-size methods.
Table 4.1: Empirical grain-size methods for hydraulic conductivity estimation, given the porosity
g
data. K  b f ( ) de2 , where g = 9.81 m/s2 ,   8.007 107 m/s 2 and de  0.2 mm.



b

f  

Domain of applicability

Kozeny-Carman

5.56 103

3
(1   ) 2

fine to large grain sands

Slitcher

1.0 102

 3.287

fine to large grain sands

Grain-size method

Terzaghi

6.110

3

   0.13 
 3

 1 

2

large grain sands

Third, three variogram models (Exponential, Gaussian and Spherical models) are used to
krige hydraulic conductivity distribution based on point-wise estimated hydraulic conductivity
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obtained from the previous step. Figure 4.2 compares the three variogram models that are used for
Kriging the hydraulic conductivity in comparison to the experimental variogram. The figure
clearly indicates that none of the variogram models have superior fit to the experimental variogram
points. Fourth, fault permeability architecture is modeled in segments along the fault line (zonation
in one dimension). Each segment has a constant permeability. Fault permeability heterogeneity
increases by increasing the number of segments up to four. The detail of fault permeability
identification is explained in section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.2: Comparison between different variogram models.
Using the HBMA method, the four aforementioned sources of uncertainty form a BMA
tree of models as shown in Figure 4.3. In this study, In order to locate a model in the BMA tree,
this study uses the letter B subscribed with percentage of change in the determined boundary
condition (B-20, B-10, B0, B+10, B+20,), the first letter of the grain-size methods (S,K,T), the first
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letter of the variogram models (E, G, S), and the number of fault permeability segments (1,2,3,4).
For example “B0KG3” denotes a base model at level 4 that considers no change in the determined
boundary condition, Kozeny-Carman method, Gaussian variogram and three-segment fault
permeability architecture. “B0KG” is a BMA model at level 3 that averages all the models at level
4 with “B0” boundary condition, “K” grain-size method and “G” variogram. “B0K” is a BMA
model at level 2 that averages all the models at level 3 with “B0” boundary condition and “K”
grain-size method. “B0” is a BMA model at level 1 that averages all the models at level 2 with
“B0” boundary condition. The hierarch model averages all BMA models at level 1. In the BMA
tree (Figure 4.3), a parent model is a model at a vertex of a level with respect to their child models
immediately one level below. For example B0KG is a parent model at the third level, where its
child models are B0KG1, B0KG2, B0KG3 and B0KG4. BMA is performed to average the child
models one level below to obtain their parent models at the current level. In other words, the parent
models are the BMA results of their child models.

Figure 4.3: The BMA tree for the four sources of uncertainty in this study. At the first level,
“B−20,” “B−10,” “B0,” “B+10,” and “B+20” show the different propositions for the boundary
conditions. At the second level, “S,” “K,” and “T” refer to Slitcher, Kozeny-Carman, and
Terzaghi methods, respectively. At the third level “E,” “G,” and “S” refer to the exponential,
Gaussian, and spherical variogram models, respectively. At the fourth level, “1,” “2,” “3,” and
“4” refer to the models with one, two, three, and four fault segments, respectively.
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4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Fault permeability architecture identification
In order to model the heterogeneity of the Baton Rouge fault permeability, this study uses
different number of permeability segments along the fault line (zonation in one dimension), where
each segment has a constant HC value. Increasing the number of segments leads to higher
heterogeneity in the fault architecture. This study follows the stepwise approach (Sun et al. 1998;
Tsai et al. 2003 a, b) to define the length and the HC value of the fault segments. The stepwise
approach uses basis points as the borders between the fault segments. In order to determine the
permeability architectures with 2, 3 and 4 segments, 1, 2 and 3 basis points are required,
respectively. By optimizing the location of the basis points one can find the optimum length of the
fault segments. In this study the location of the basis points and hydraulic characteristic (HC) value
of the fault segments are optimized by using the improved harmony search algorithm (Mahdavi et
al. 2007).
Figure 4.4 shows the first 60 out of the 180 calibrated saltwater intrusion models ranked
from the lowest to the highest BIC values. Each super-column in Figure 4.4 consists of two subcolumns from the bottom to the top showing Qq and N ln 2  mq ln N (the model complexity
term) in equation (39). The super-column shows the BIC value.
The model complexity term depends on the number of observed data ( N ) and the number
of estimated parameters, mq , which in this study is the sum of the number of basis points and the
number of unknown HC values. 706 head observations are used to calibrate the saltwater intrusion
models. Therefore, N is constant for all the saltwater intrusion models, thus the model complexity
term only depends on the number of fault permeability segments. For saltwater intrusion models
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with 1, 2, 3 and 4 fault permeability segments, the model complexity term is 1303.74, 1316.86,
1329.98 and 1343.10, respectively. Table 4.2 shows the sum of weighted squared errors ( Qq ) for
the 18 saltwater intrusion models under B0 and B+10 propositions.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of complexity term, Q p , BIC, and model weights using Occam’s
window and the variance windows for the best 60 saltwater intrusion models.
The Qq for the best saltwater intrusion model, B0KG3, is 1038.01, which gradually
increases to 2385.02 for the 60th saltwater intrusion model, B-20SE3. Consider the same boundary
condition, grain-size method and variogram model; Qq always decreases by increasing the number
of fault permeability segments. For example, the Qq value for B0KG1, B0KG2, B0KG3 and B0KG4
are 3153.65, 1571.96, 1038.01 and 1037.90, respectively.
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Increasing the number of segments from one to three significantly reduces Qq that results
in significant reduction of the BIC. However, by increasing the number of fault segments from
three to four the fitting error Qq does not reduce enough such that BIC increases by the model
complexity term, N ln 2  mq ln N . For instance, Qq of the model B0KG4 is less than that of
model B0KG3. However, the BIC of the model B0KG4 is 2381.00 and is higher than the BIC of
B0KG3 that is 2367.99. The parsimony principle (Stone 1981) indicates that saltwater intrusion
models with four-segment fault permeability architecture are more complex, but do not provide a
better understanding of the system than the simpler models with three-segment fault permeability
architecture. Therefore, there is no need to consider more than four segments for modeling fault
permeability.
Table 4.2: Sum of weighted squared errors ( Qq ) for the 18 saltwater intrusion models under B0
and B+10 proportions.
Number of fault permeability
segments

2

3

4

B0KE

1712.65

1151.21

1150.86

B0KG

1571.96

1038.01

1037.90

B0KS

1689.15

1110.59

1110.39

B+10KE

1419.50

1412.44

1411.38

B+10KG

1269.15

1250.16

1249.74

B+10KS

1389.84

1369.35

1369.07
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4.3.2. Model calibration
All the 108 simulation models are calibrated based on the 706 head observations data
collected from the USGS observation wells. The model calibration is to minimize the sum of errors
of the calculated groundwater head hical to the observed groundwater head hiobs as follows:

min i  hical  hiobs  .
2

(51)

The model parameters to be estimated are the length and the HC values of the fault
segments. The length of the fault segments are discrete variables due to the discrete grid. The HC
values of the fault segments are continues real variable between 10-1 day-1 to 10-6 day-1. The
objective function is minimized by the improved harmony search algorithm (Fesanghary et al.
2008; Mahdavi et al. 2007).
4.3.3. Model weights of the base models
Figure 4.4 shows the model weights for the saltwater intrusion models using Occam’s
window and three variance windows with scaling factors   0.16 ,   0.08 and   0.04 . They
represent one, two and four error standard deviations for window size with 5% significant level
(Tsai and Li 2008a). The rapid decline of the model weights using Occam’s window results in only
the best model B0KG2 and the second best model B0KG3 with model weights 99.85% and 0.15%,
respectively. Other good models are virtually ignored. However, the BIC values of other 15 best
models are not significantly higher than the first two best models. Ignoring good models due to
Occam’s narrow acceptance window may lead to biased estimation (Hoeting et al. 1999; Tsai and
Li 2008b). Instead, three variance window sizes shown in Figure 4.4 take into account the factor
of the data size. Increasing the variance window size will reduce emphasis on very first models
and include more influence from other good models. This study considers   0.04 case for the
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variance window size, where the first 15 saltwater intrusion models in Figure 4.4 have a practical
impact on the HBMA results.
4.3.4. BMA tree of model weights
Figure 4.4 considers all the competing simulation models in one level. This type of analysis
is unable to evaluate the relative importance of the competing modeling propositions in the same
level. For example, Figure 4.4 cannot demonstrate the relative importance of the different
variogram propositions or different fault permeability architectures. This study adopts the HBMA
framework that provides an insight to the comparative importance of the competing propositions
of model elements.
Figure 4.5 shows the BMA tree of model weights in parentheses and conditional model
weights. The model weights reflect the comparative importance of all the competitive modeling
propositions in one level. The conditional model weights represent the relative importance of the
different propositions under the same parent models.

Figure 4.5: BMA tree of model weights and conditional model weights.
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The base level of the BMA tree corresponds to different fault permeability architectures.
The models with 3 fault permeability segments in Figure 4.5 are the best models under their parent
models. These models determine the Baton Rouge fault with a high permeable segment in the
middle and other two segments are low permeable.
At the third level of the BMA tree, BMA models are developed by averaging concentration
predictions from their child base models that use different fault permeability architectures. B0KG
is the best model with model weight 38.93%. The second best model is B0KS with model weight
22.61%. The relative model weights show that the ranking of the variogram models is the same
under both B0K and B+10K models. The Gaussian model is a better proposition than the spherical
and exponential models to determine the hydraulic conductivity distribution.
At the second level, BMA models are developed by averaging concentration predictions
from their child BMA models that use different variogram models for hydraulic conductivity
estimation. As shown in Figure 4.4, in comparison to the Kozeny-Carman method, Terzaghi and
Slitcher methods have significantly worse fit to the observation data. Consequently, only KozenyCarman method is remained at the second level shown in Figure 4.5.
At the first level, B0 is the best model with the model weight 78.64% and B+10 is the second
best model with model weight 21.36%. Other boundary condition propositions are discarded
because of poor fitting to the observation data.
4.3.5. BMA tree of mean concentration predictions
The BMA tree of mean concentration predictions at EB-658 and EB-917 on 12/31/2029 is
shown in Figure 4.6. EB-658 and EB-917 are chosen for further analysis because EB-658 is the
south-most pumping well in the Lula pump station and EB-917 is the closest USGS observation
well to the Government Street pump station (see Figure 4.1). In addition, EB-917 is one of the
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most observed wells in the “1,500-foot” sand north of the Baton Rouge fault. The predicted mean
concentration at EB-658 at the base level is between 481.76 mg/L and 1110.91 mg/L. The
predicted mean concentration at EB-917 at the base level is between 3816.20 mg/L and 4747.73
mg/L.

Figure 4.6: BMA tree of mean concentration predictions (mg/L) at EB-658 and EB-917 on the
December 31, 2029.
The mean concentration prediction range becomes narrower while going up to upper levels
because of the nature of averaging and the reduction in the number of models. At level 3, the mean
concentration at EB-658 is between 527.29 mg/L and 926.38 mg/L and the mean concentration at
EB-917 is between 3995.03 mg/L and 4495.88 mg/L. At the level 2 and level 3, the concentration
prediction at EB-658 is between 594.90 mg/L and 835.68 mg/L and at EB-917 is between 4181
mg/L and 4436.23 mg/L. The hierarch BMA model predicts mean concentrations of 646.33 mg/L
and 4236.04 mg/L at EB-658 and EB-917, respectively. It was found that all of the models with
3-segment fault proposition predict higher mean concentration at EB-917 than the models with 2segment or 4-segment fault proposition. The BMA tree of mean predictions shown in Figure 4.6
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provides an understanding of mean prediction variability over the accumulation of sources of
uncertainty, which is not possible to know via the traditional BMA method.
4.3.6. The prediction variances
The BMA tree of the total variances of concentration predictions on 12/31/2029 at EB-658
and EB-917 are shown in Figure 4.7. The concentration variances of the base models are withinmodel variances, which in this study stem from model parameter uncertainty of the estimated fault
permeability and kriged hydraulic conductivity. In order to quantify the parameter estimation
uncertainty for the base models, realizations of hydraulic conductivity and fault HC are generated
and used in the simulation models to generate the ensemble variance of concentrations (Chan 1994;
Tsai and Li 2008). Readers are referred to Tsai and Li (2008a) for use of the Monte Carlo approach
to derive within-model variances for the base models. The concentration variance at EB-658 at the
base level is between 141.47 and 607.57 (mg/L)2 and at EB-917 is between 633.31 and 3675.62
(mg/L)2. The concentration variance at EB-658 and EB-917 using the best base model, B0KG3, is
169.92 and 1150.00 (mg/L)2, respectively. This study indicates that the best base model does not
necessarily have the lowest prediction variances at every location. For example, the concentration
prediction variances of B0KS3 at EB-658 and EB-917 are 141.47 (mg/L) and 1036.60 (mg/L),
respectively, which are smaller than the concentration prediction variances of the best base model.
As shown in Figure 4.7, the total prediction variances significantly increase after the base
level due to the large between-model variances. The total prediction variances at both EB-658 and
EB-917 at the third level are at least one order of magnitude higher than those at the base level,
indicating noticeable mean prediction differences using different fault permeability models. Under
the B0 boundary condition proposition, the prediction variances at EB-917 at the third level from
the lowest to highest are 14689.89, 28037.27 and 29694.35 (mg/L)2 for the “G”, “S” and “E”
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variogram model propositions, respectively. This order is changed under the B+10 boundary
condition proposition.

Figure 4.7: BMA tree of prediction variances (mg/L)2 at EB-658 and EB-917 on the December
31, 2029.
The total prediction variances of the B0 model are much higher than those of its child
models at the third level, indicating high between-model variances using different variogram
models. Figure 4.7 also shows that the BMA models under the B0 boundary condition proposition
estimate much smaller prediction variances than those under the B+10 boundary condition
proposition. For this case study, the B0 model is a much better BMA model than the B+10 model in
terms of the model weight and prediction variance. The total prediction variances of the hierarch
model at EB-658 and EB-917 are 20479.40 and 52403.79 (mg/L)2, respectively. The hierarch
model has the highest prediction variance in comparison to the other models in the BMA tree
because the prediction variance of the hierarch model stems from all the sources of uncertainty in
the BMA tree. The prediction variances of the hierarch model and the base models do not change
by changing the order of uncertainty sources in the BMA tree.
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The predicted mean concentrations in Figure 4.6 is used to calculate the BMA tree of
between model variance of predictions shown in Figure 4.8. There is no between-model variance
for the base models. Between-model variance at level 3 ranges from 1426.03 to 22366.36 (mg/L)2
for EB-658 and from 12336.23 to 65736.48 (mg/L)2 for EB-917. There is no between-model
variance for the BMA models at level 1 because virtually there is only one BMA child model under
each model. The significant between-model uncertainty comes from the situation that child model
predictions are significantly different and there is no dominant child model. Small between-model
variance infers that either child models have similar predictions or one child model is dominant.

Figure 4.8: BMA tree of between-model variances at EB-658 and EB-917 on the December 31,
2029.
Using equation (33), one can average the between model variances in Figure 4.8 to
calculate the contribution of each source of uncertainty in the total prediction variances. Table 4.3
lists the contribution of each uncertain model element to the total BMA variance. Prediction
variances from model parameters only accounts for 1.19% of total prediction variance at EB-658
and 3.60% at EB-917. Prediction variances from model structure uncertainty are 98.81% and
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96.40% of total prediction variances at EB-658 and EB-917, respectively. The most important
sources of uncertainty for EB-658 and EB-917 are the boundary head values and fault permeability
architecture, respectively. The least important source of uncertainty for both EB-658 and EB-917
is the grain-size based method for estimated the hydraulic conductivity from the porosity data.
Table 4.3: Prediction variances at EB-658 and EB-917 on 12/31/2029 from individual sources of
uncertainty and their ratios to the total prediction variance (in parentheses).
Prediction variance from individual sources of uncertainty

Well
Name

EB-658

EB-917

Total
Prediction
Variance

Model
Parameters

Fault
Permeability
Architecture

Variogram
Model

Grain-Size
Method

Boundary
Head Value

244.61

5309.73

5187.63

0.00

9737.43

(1.19%)

(25.93%)

(25.33%)

(0.00%)

(47.55%)

1887.68

28138.76

11497.46

0.00

10879.89

(3.60%)

(53.70%)

(21.94%)

(0.00%)

(20.76%)

20479.40

52403.79

4.3.7. Temporal prediction and variances
Figure 4.9(a) shows the concentration prediction variances at EB-917 from 1/1/2005 to
12/31/2029 for the branch that includes the best base model. It shows that the prediction variance
of the best base model that is caused by uncertain model parameters is much smaller than those
caused by the difference between the mean predictions of multiple models propositions. Moreover,
the prediction variances at all levels start to increase at the beginning of time and then decreases.
This behavior is reasonable because at early time all models predict similar low concentration at
EB-917. Therefore the prediction variances are small. High prediction variances occur due to
predicting concentration quite differently by different models. At later time all models start to
predict similar high concentration at EB-917. Therefore, prediction variance decreases. The
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hierarch model has much higher prediction variance comparing to B0 model because it includes
high prediction variance from B+10 model.

Figure 4.9: Concentration prediction variances at (a) EB-917 and (b) EB-658 from January 1,
2005 up to December 31, 2029 for the branch that includes the best saltwater intrusion model.
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Figure 4.9(b) shows the prediction variances of at EB-658 from 1/1/2005 to 12/31/2029 for
the branch that includes the best base model. It is shown that for unlike EB-917 the prediction
variances at EB-658 monotonically increase in the prediction period. This is because EB-658 is
more distant from the source of salinity (south of the Baton Rouge Fault) in comparison to EB917. Therefore, it takes a longer time for the prediction variances at EB-658 to demonstrate the
complete trend of increase and decrease.
Figure 4.10 shows concentration predictions at EB-917 and the one standard deviation
bound using models at the different levels for the prediction period. All the models in Figure 4.10
are predicting the increasing concentration at EB-917. As shown in Figure 4.10(a), none of the
USGS chloride data are inside one standard deviation bound of the best base model B0KG3. The
prediction bound becomes wider by moving to higher levels of the BMA tree. At the third level,
one USGS chloride data is in one standard deviation bound of model B0KG. Two chloride data are
in one standard deviation bound of the B0 and B0K models at the first and second levels. All the
chloride data are in one standard deviation bound of the hierarch model.
Figure 4.11 shows the temporal trends of predictions and one standard deviation bounds
for EB-658. It is shown that similar to EB-917 the one standard deviation bounds increase by
moving toward the top of the BMA tree. The concentration predictions from different models
indicates that the one standard deviation lower bound of chloride concentration prediction in EB658 is higher than 500 (mg/L) for the hierarch models, which is twice the secondary EPA standard
for the drinking water.
The trend of prediction variances at other locations are similar to those shown in Figure 4.9,
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 albeit with different time scales depending on well location.
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Figure 4.10: Mean concentration predictions and one standard deviation bounds at EB-917 from
January 1, 2005 up to December 31, 2029 by the models for the branch that includes the best
saltwater intrusion model. The solid circles are the USGS chloride data from 2005 to 2010.
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Figure 4.11: Mean concentration predictions and one standard deviation bounds at EB-917
from January 1, 2005 up to December 31, 2029 by the models for the branch that includes the
best saltwater intrusion model.
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4.4. Conclusions
The hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA) method extends the BMA method by
explicitly segregating and prioritizing different sources of uncertainty in a hierarchical structure.
This structure advances our knowledge about the underlying groundwater systems through the
BMA trees of model weights, mean and variances. Comparative importance of the competing
model propositions at each level can be investigated based on the BMA tree of model weights. The
BMA tree of prediction means provides an insight to the role of the competing proposition of
different model elements to the mean predicted value. The BMA tree of prediction variances
provides the understanding of the propagation of uncertainty between different sources of
uncertainty. In addition by prioritizing different sources of uncertainty, HBMA enables to
investigate the contribution of each source of uncertainty to the total prediction variance.
Using the HBMA method to predict chloride concentration in the “1,500-foot” sand of the
Baton Rouge area, Louisiana, it was found that the Kozeny-Carman is dominantly the best
proposition for estimating point-wise hydraulic conductivity because the models that uses KozenyCarman method have outperform other models in generating the observation data. The Gaussian
variogram is the best variogram proposition to krige hydraulic conductivity. The Baton Rouge
fault with three-permeability segments is found to be the best proposition. The prediction variance
of concentration arising from parameter uncertainty is shown much smaller than those from
uncertain model elements. However, the contribution of different sources of uncertainty to the total
prediction variance depends on the location and time of the prediction. By evaluating the variances
from individual sources of uncertainty with respect to the total variance, it is found that all the
considered sources of uncertainty are imperative, except for the grain-size method.
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In summary, HBMA is found to be a useful learning tool that can enhance the current
knowledge about the underlying groundwater system. The main advantage of using the HBMA
over the BMA is to gain an insight about the different types and sources of uncertainty in a system.
This information may be valuable for future data collection designs, where the data collection
efforts may be more concentrated to collect information about the more important sources of
uncertainty.
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5. Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) for Three-Dimensional Saltwater
Intrusion Prediction in the “1,200-foot” Sand, the “1,500-foot” Sand and the
“1,700-foot” Sand of the Baton Rouge Aquifer System
In this chapter a number of three-dimensional saltwater intrusion models are developed to
predict the saltwater encroachment in the "1,200-foot" sand, the "1,500-foot" sand and the "1,700foot" sand aquifers of the Baton Rouge area. The developed saltwater intrusion models employ the
detailed fluvial depositions of pervious and impervious units. This detailed aquifer architecture is
important for depicting the saltwater intrusion paths in horizontal and vertical directions. The
three-dimensional models also show the structure of the Baton Rouge fault and the Denham
Springs-Scotlandville fault. This is particularly important in saltwater intrusion modeling since the
Baton Rouge fault is known as a conduit-barrier system separating the freshwater to the north from
the brackish water to the south. By demonstrating the leaky areas along the fault, the threedimensional models can provide a better understanding of the saltwater intrusion process in the
Baton Rouge aquifer system (Tsai and Elshall 2013).
To account for the uncertainty in the model structures, three saltwater intrusion models are
developed based on different geostatistical methods that been used for constructing the
hyrostratigraphy of the aquifer system. Then, the Bayesian model averaging is employed to
combine the predictions of different models. The prediction results show that pumping freshwater
in the northern vicinity of the Baton Rouge fault can induce saltwater encroachment to the
freshwater aquifers. It is clear that a distinct saltwater intrusion pattern from the south of the Baton
Rouge fault is moving northward towards the Lula pump station and the Government St. pump
station. The result show that by the year 2030, the government St. pump station and the Lula pump
station will be contaminated.
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5.1. Three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model development
To develop the three-dimensional saltwater intrusion models, the study area of the twodimensional saltwater intrusion model (Chitsazan and Tsai 2014) is extended to include both the
Baton Rouge fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault. The study area is shown in
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Map of the study area.
Development of the three-dimensional saltwater intrusion model was done in three steps.
In the first step, Elshall et al. (2013) used lithological data to reconstruct the hydrostratigraphic
architecture of the Baton Rouge aquifer system. Three detailed hydrostratigraphic architectures
were constructed using 288 electrical well logs and three different indicator geostatistical
approaches: indicator zonation (IZ), generalized parameterization (GP), and indicator kriging (IK).
In the second step, Chitsazan et al. (submitted) employed the hydrostratigraphic architectures from
Elshall et al. (2013) to develop three groundwater flow models for the “1,200-foot” sand, the
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“1,500-foot” sand, and the “1,700-foot” sand. This chapter completes the previous works by
developing three MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang 1999) models based on the GP, IK and VZ
groundwater flow models for simulating the saltwater intrusion.
Given a hydrostratigraphic architecture, the chloride concentration at the south boundary
is set to be constant. For other boundaries, chloride concentraion is caluculated in each
computational time step. The initial chloride concentration is calculated by extending the initial
condition of the two-dimensional models in the previous chapter. The simulation period is from
1/1/1975 to to 12/31/2029, which is devided into calibtration period from 1/1/1975 to 1/1/2010
and prediction period from 1/1/2010 to 12/31/2029. Given each model structure, 172 chloride
concentration data from 6 USGS observation wells are used to calibrate the transport models and
estimate the porosity and longitudenal dispersivity of the aquifer systems. The estimated values of
the parameters for the saltwater intrusion models are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Estimated parameters of the saltwater intrusion models.
Porosity
Longitudinal dispersivity

Saltwater
intrusion
models
GP
IK
IZ

“1,200foot” sand

“1,500foot” sand

“1,700foot” sand

“1,200foot” sand

“1,500foot” sand

“1,700foot” sand

0.41
0.46
0.39

0.24
0.27
0.21

0.34
0.38
0.30

30
40
25

110
100
115

70
80
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Figure 5.2 shows the pumpage of ten important pumping wells in the study area in the
calibration period. EB-621 is screened at the “1,200-foot” sand and the rest of them are screened
at the “1,500-foot” and/or “1,700-foot” sands. The pumpage data is from the Capital Area Ground
Water Conservation Commission (CAGWCC). EB-771 and EB-413 belong to the Government St.
pump staion and EB-657, EB-658, EB-939, EB-939, EB-510 and EB-726 belong to the Lula pump
station.
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Figure 5.2: Pumage of ten pumping wells in the “1,200-foot” and the “1,500-foot” sands in the
calibration period. The pumpage data is from the Capital Area Ground Water Conservation
Commission (CAGWCC).
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Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between the calculated chloride concentraion by three
models and the observed chloride concentraion values in the six USGS observation wells. From
the observation wells in Figure 5.3, EB-621 screens in the “1,200-foot” sand and the rest of them
screene the “1,500-foot” sand. It is clear that the error of the IZ model is higher than the IK and
GP models in EB-621, EB-807 and EB-917.
5.2. Bayesian probability estimation
This study uses the Bayes’ rule (equation (2)) to calculate the probability of the GP, IK and
IZ saltwater intrusion models. The calculated probabilities of IZ, GP, and IK groundwater models
based on the groundwater head and lithological data (Chitsazan et al. submitted) represent the prior
model probabilities for the three saltwater intrusion models, where the calculated prior
probabilities of hydrostratigraphic architectures based on the lithological data (Tsai and Elshall
2013), represent the prior probabilities of the groundwater models. In other words, the estimated
probabilites for IZ, GP, and IK hydrostratigraphic architectures based on the lithological data (Tsai
and Elshall 2013) are first updated by also considering the groundwater head data (Chitsazan et al.
submitted) and then updated by considering the chloride concentraion data in this chapter. On this
account, the estimated probabilites by Tsai and Elshall (2013) only contain the information from
lithological data. The estimated probabilities by Chitsazan et al. (submitted) contain the
information from lithological data and the groundwater head data. The estimated probabilites in
this study contain the information from lithological data, groundwated head data and chloride
concentraion data. Table 5.2 lists the probability of the three model structures considering different
type of data.
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of observed chloride concentration data to calculated chloride
concentrations by three saltwater intrusion models at (a) EB-917 (b) EB-918 (c) EB-807, (d) EB658, (e) EB-938 and (f) EB-621.
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It is shown that the using only the lithological data the probability of GP model 0.4530 is
slightly higher than the IK model 0.4402 and the IZ model has less significant model probability
0.1068. By also considering the groundwater head and chloride concentration data, the probability
of the GP model become less than the IK model and the IZ model become totally discriminated.
Table 5.2: Changes in the probabilities of the GP, IK and IZ model structures by adding new
observation data.
Probabilities based on
Probabilities based on
lithological data,
Probabilities based on
models
lithological data and
groundwater head data
lithological data
groundwater head data
and chloride
concentration data
GP

0.4530

0.4222

0.2387

IK

0.4402

0.5050

0.7612

IZ

0.1068

0.0728

0.0000

5.3. Saltwater intrusion prediction for the “1,200-foot” sand and the “1,500-foot” sand of
Baton Rouge aquifer system, southern Louisiana
Figure 5.4 shows the plan view of the “1,500-foot” sand from layer 30 to layer 36 of the
IK saltwater intrusion model. The red squares in Figure 5.4 show the areas in which the sand layers
in the south of the Baton Rouge fault are connected to the sand layers in the north of the Baton
Rouge fault. These areas can be endangered by the saltwater intrusion. From these three areas,
zone 1 is located in the West Baton Rouge Parish and zone 2 and zone 3 are located in the East
Baton Rouge parish. The mean chloride concentration prediction of the saltwater intrusion models
is calculated based on the model probabilities in Table 5.2. The results show that there is no
significant high chloride concentration in the zone 1 because no major pumping well screen the
“1,500-foot” sand in this zone. The most critical saltwater intrusion occurs in zone 2, where the
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Government St. pump station and the Lula pump station are located. Saltwater intrusion also
occurs in zone 3 because of pumping from EB-1295C.

Figure 5.4: Plan view of the layers 28 to 33 of the “1,500-foot” sand of the three-dimensional
saltwater intrusion model.
Figure 5.5 shows the mean chloride concentration in the zone 2 on 12/31/2029. The
chloride concentration plume approaches the Lula pump station from the west. Thus, it first arrives
in EB-938. The mean chloride concentration in EB-658, EB-938, EB-567 and EB-510 of Lula
pump station will exceed 250 (mg/L) by 12/31/2029. The chloride concentration at EB-939 and
EB-726 reaches 121 (mg/L) and 67 (mg/L), respectievly. Therefor, EB-726 has the least chloride
concentraion among the pumping wells of Lula pump staion.
Currently, EB-1293 connects the “800-foot” sand to the “1,500-foot” sand to protect the
Government St. pump staion from the saltwater encroachment by naturally injecting the
groundwater from “800-foot” sand to the “1,500-foot” sand. Figure 5.5 shows that the saline water
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plume approaches the Government St. pump staion from th south. The first well to be contaminated
in the Government St. pump is EB-413.

Figure 5.5: Predictive mean chloride concentration (mg/L) distribution in the “1,500-foot” sand
with respect to the Lula pump station area and Government pump station (zone 2) on 12/31/2029.
This figure shows the stack of chloride concentration distributions in layers 28 to 33.
Figure 5.6 shows the vertical distribution of saltwater intrusion for cross sections αα' and
ββ' on 12/31/2029. Figure 5.6 (a) shows that the high chloride concentration area in αα' cross
section (see Figure 5.5) is because layers 28 to 31 in that area are covered with clay and the chloride
concentration of layers 32 and 33 are high. Figure 5.6 (b) shows that the low chloride concentration
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area in the south of the Baton Rouge fault that is crossed by the cross section ββ' (see Figure 5.5)
is due to the connection of the sand layers in that area with the sands with low chloride
concentration higher layer.

Figure 5.6: Saltwater intrusion cross sections for (a) UTM X= 675300 meters and (b) UTM
X=679800 meters.
Figure 5.7 shows the mean chloride concentraion in the zone 3 of saltwater intrusion (see
Figure 5.4). The main reason for the saltwater intrusion in this zone is the heavy pumping from
EB-1295C that is located close to the Baton Rouge falut. The distance between EB-1295C and the
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Baton Rouge fault is approximatly one kilometer. The average pumping rate of this pumping well
is 2000 m3/day that is started in June, 1999. Based on the BMA mean predictions, the chloride
concentration in EB-1295C will be 457 (mg/L) by 12/31/2029.

Figure 5.7: Predictive mean chloride concentration (mg/L) distribution in the “1,500 foot” sand with
respect to EB-1295C (zone 3) on 12/31/2029. This figure shows the stack of chloride
concentration distributions in layers 28 to 33.
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Figure 5.7(a) shows the saltwater intrusion cross section of the zone 2 of the saltwater
intrusion in the “1,500-foot” sand. It is shown that the chloride concentration increases in the
deeper layers. The chloride concentration at EB-658 at the bottom layer is 1000(mg/L) by
12/31/2029, which is much higher than the drinking standard.
Figure 5.9(a) shows the plan view of the “1,200-foot” sand from layer 17 to layer 20 of the
IK saltwater intrusion model. The most important pumping zone in this sand is the Industrial
District, which is not endangered by saltwater intrusion because it is far from the Baton Rouge
fault. The area that is subjected to saltwater intrusion in the “1,200-foot” sand is shown with a red
rectangle in Figure 5.9 (a). EB-621 is the most important pumping well in this area by the average
pumping rate of 1800 m3/day, which is a pumping well very close to the Baton Rouge fault. Figure
5.9 (b) shows the mean chloride concentration distribution in the saltwater intrusion area on
12/31/2029. The mean predictive chloride concentration distribution at EB-621 on 12/31/2029 is
750 mg/L, which is much higher than the EPA standard for drinking water (250 mg/L). Figure
5.7(b) shows the saltwater intrusion cross section close to EB-621. It is shown that the source of
the saltwater from the “1,500-foot” sand moves up toward EB-621, which is located in the “1,200foot” sand. This indicates the importance of modeling the “1,200-foot” and “1,500-foot” sands
together.
5.4. Conclusions
This chapter develops three saltwater intrusion models (GP, IK and IZ), based on the
groundwater models developed by Chitsazan et al. (submitted). Bayesian model averaging (BMA)
method is used to integrate the results of the saltwater intrusion models. The mean predictive
values based on the models probabilities are used to integrate the saltwater intrusion in the “1,200foot” sand and the “1,500-foot” sand of Baton Rouge aquifer system. The result shows that the
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saltwater intrusion occurs in all of the areas, where the pumping wells are located too close to the
Baton Rouge fault. The most critical saltwater intrusion zone in the “1,500-1,700-foot” sands is
created by the huge pumping from the Lula pump station. The BMA mean predictions show that
the chloride concentration in most of the pumping wells of Lula pump station and Government St.
pump station get close to or surpass the critical value of 250 mg/L. The saltwater intrusion also
occurs in the “1,200-foot” sand in the areas where pumping wells are very close to the Baton Rouge
fault.
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Figure 5.8: Saltwater intrusion cross sections. (a) AA’ is the cross section that passes EB-658,
(b) BB’ is the cross section that passes EB-621 and (c) CC’ is the cross section that passes EB1295C.
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Figure 5.9: Saltwater intrusion in the “1,200-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge area. (a) Plan view
of the stack of layers 25 to 30 of “1,500-foot” sand. (b) The stack of mean chloride concentration
distributions (mg/L) in layers 15 to 20 of the “1,200-foot” in the saltwater intrusion area.
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6. BMA-CC for Hydraulic Barrier Design under Model Structure Uncertainty*
The groundwater community has widely recognized the model structure uncertainty as a
major source of uncertainty in groundwater model predictions. Previous studies of the aquifer
remediation design, however, rarely considered the impact of the model structure uncertainty. This
study use the BMA-CC framework (see section 3.3.3) to assess the impact of model structure
uncertainty on the remediation design. To investigate the impact of the conceptual model structure
uncertainty on the remediation design, the BMA-CC method is compared with the traditional CC
programming that only considers the model parameter uncertainty. The BMA-CC method is
employed to design a hydraulic barrier to protect public supply wells of the Government St. pump
station from saltwater intrusion in the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1-700-foot” sand of the Baton
Rouge area, southeastern Louisiana. The hydraulic barrier is created by natural injection from
“800-foot” sand using “connector wells”.
To address the model structure uncertainty, three conceptual groundwater models based on
three different hydrostratigraphy structures are developed. The hydrostratigraphy structures are
developed based on three different geostatistical approaches (indicator Kriging (IK), indicator
zonation (IZ) and generalized parameterization (GP)). The results show that using the traditional
CC programming overestimates design reliability. The results also show that at least five additional
connector wells are needed to achieve more than 90% design reliability level. The total amount of
injected water from connector wells is higher than the total pumpage of the protected public supply
wells. While reducing injection rates can be achieved by reducing reliability level, the study finds
that the hydraulic barrier design to protect the Government St. pump station is not economically
attractive.
*This chapter is reproduced with modifications from Chitsazan et al. (submitted).
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6.1. Groundwater model development
This study employed the hydrostratigraphic architectures from Elshall et al. (2013) to
develop groundwater model structures for the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand, and the
“1,700-foot” sand. Three detailed hydrostratigraphic architectures were constructed using 288
electrical well logs and three different indicator geostatistical approaches: indicator zonation (IZ),
generalized parameterization (GP), and indicator kriging (IK). The IZ model, GP model and IK
model have the sand proportion 36.05%, 39.24%, and 39.85%, respectively, with respect to the
entire model domain. To account for the model structure uncertainty in the hydraulic barrier
design, these three hydrostratigraphic models are used to develop three groundwater models.
The USGS MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) is used to simulate groundwater flow in the
study area (Figure 5.1). The simulation period is from 1/1/1975 to 12/31/2029 and is divided into
calibration and prediction periods. The calibration period is from 1/1/1975 to 1/1/2010 and the
prediction period is from 1/1/2010 to 12/31/2029. Given a hydrostratigraphic model, the study area
is discretized into 127 rows, 179 columns, and 45 layers. Figure 6.1 shows the computational grid
developed based on the IK hydrostratigraphic model. The cell size is reduced from 200m × 200m
to 50m × 50m close to the area of the Government St. pump station. In the vertical direction, the
layer thickness varies from 4m to 6m. The Government St. pumping wells are screened at layers
35, 36 and 37.
The detailed pumpage data were collected from the CAGWCC. Currently, there are 87
pumping wells (see Figure 5.1) in the study area. The average groundwater withdrawal from these
pumping wells was 112,556 m3/day (29.73 million gallons per day) by December 2010. The
average total pumping from the Government St. pumping wells was 7,570 m3/day (1.98 million
gallons per day). The time-varied constant head boundary condition is assigned to all active cells
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at the boundaries of the model area. A no-flow boundary condition is assigned to the top and the
bottom of the aquifer system.

Figure 6.1: The MODFLOW computational grid with 127 rows, 179 columns and 45 layers.
Clay cells are blanked.
6.2. Aquifer remediation design
Figure 6.2 shows a closer look at the area of the Government St. pump station and the
MODFLOW grid for layers 35 to 37. EB-771 and EB-413 are the two active pumping wells of the
station. EB-1293 is the current connector well, through which groundwater naturally flows from
the “800-foot” sand to layers 35 to 37 of the “1,500-foot” sand. Given a potential hydraulic barrier

ABC , the design aims to use additional connector wells similar to EB-1293 to protect EB-413 and
EB-771 pumping wells.
The design problem is to determine the minimum number of connector wells, injection rate
and their optimal locations to ensure that groundwater flow does not pass the barrier ABC under
a reliability level:
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Q is the injection rate of the connector wells. The maximum pumping rate is Qmax =2589

m3/day obtained from the flow rate measurement at the connector well, EB-1293. Considering
constant injection rate for all potential connector wells will provide useful information on the
required minimum injection rate for all connector wells, which is more practical for the actual
installation. zi  0, 1 are the binary variables to determine which cells on the barrier to be selected
to install connector wells. If zi  1 , cell i is selected to install a connector well. If zi  0 , no
connector well at cell i. The total number of connector wells should not exceed the total candidate
cells on the barrier:
Nw

 zi  N w ,

(55)

i 1

where

Nw

is the number of total candidate cells. There are 7 candidate cells for line AB and 11

candidate cells for line BC . The optimal solution has to satisfy the chance constraint for all of the
cells along the barrier ABC for layers 35 to 37 in the prediction period 1/1/2011 to 12/31/2029.
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Figure 6.2: The plane view of the hydraulic barrier for protecting the Government St. pump
station (EB-413 and EB-771). The cell size is 50 m by 50 m for layers 35, 36, and 37. EB-1293
is the current connector well.
6.3. Results and discussion
6.3.1. Model calibration and estimated parameters
This study used the parallel version of the CMA-ES to calibrate the three groundwater flow
models. 2805 groundwater head observations from 21 USGS observation wells were used to
estimate eight unknown model parameters as shown in Table 6.1. The root mean square error,
RMSE 

 h
N

i 1

i
obs

i
 hcal
 / N for the IZ, GP, and IK models are 2.66 m, 1.66 m, and 1.64 m,
2

respectively. The Baton Rouge fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault are characterized
as horizontal flow barriers by the hydraulic characteristic (HC) and are found to be lowpermeability faults that restrict horizontal flow. The estimated HC values of the Baton Rouge fault
for the IZ, GP and IK models at the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand are one order of
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magnitude smaller than those of the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault. Although the HC values
of the two faults are in the same order of magnitude at the “1,200-foot” sand, the results show that
the Baton Rouge fault is less permeable than the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault.
The estimated hydraulic conductivity for the IZ model is higher than the GP and IK models
for the three sands. This may be because the IZ model has quite different flow pathways and less
sand proportion comparing to other two models.
Table 6.1: The estimated mean of hydraulic characteristic (HC) of the Baton Rouge (BR) fault,
HC of the Denham Springs-Scotlandville (DSS) fault, specific storage and hydraulic
conductivity. Three groundwater models are constructed by indicator zonation (IZ), generalized
parameterization (GP), and indicator kriging (IK) methods.
“1,500-Foot” Sand and
“1,200-Foot” Sand
“1,700-Foot” Sand
Parameters
IZ
GP
IK
IZ
GP
IK
BR fault HC value 5.23  103 3.03  103 2.19  103
3.20  103 4.24  104 5.42  104
(1/d)
DSS fault HC
value (1/d)

9.98  103

5.42  103

7.48  103

9.97  103

9.95  103

9.65  103

Specific storage
(1/m)

5.11  106

5.64  106

6.09  106

5.42  106

7.50  106

5.88  106

43.98

25.55

23.14

34.11

28.17

28.85

Hydraulic
conductivity (m/d)

Figure 6.3 presents a comparison of the calculated and observed heads given by three
models at EB-146, EB-917, EB-168 and EB-392 observation wells, where EB-917 is the closet
observation well to the Government St. pump station. The head predictions of the three
groundwater models at EB-917 are relatively similar and show good agreement to the observation
data. However, in comparison to the GP and IZ models, the predictions of the IK model at EB-146
are closer to the observation data.
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Figure 6.3: Comparisons of observed heads to calculated heads by three groundwater models at
(a) EB-146 screened at the “1,200-foot” sand and (b) EB-917 screened at the “1,500-foot” sand,
which are close to the Government St. pump station.
In addition to estimation of the model parameters, the CMA-ES derived the full covariance
matrix of the estimated parameters, where the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix show
the variances of the estimated parameters. These variances are used to calculate the coefficient of
variation (CV) of the estimated parameters as shown in Table 6.2. The most uncertain parameter
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is the specific storage, which has the CV value between 0.2175 and 2.3153. The covariance matrix
of the estimated parameters are used to evaluate the within-model variance of groundwater
predictions. Given each groundwater model, using the covariance matrix provided by the CMAES, realizations of fault HC, hydraulic conductivity and specific storage are generated and used in
the simulation models to derive the ensemble mean and within-model variance of the groundwater
predictions.
Table 6.2: The coefficient of variation of the estimated hydraulic characteristic (HC) of the
Baton Rouge (BR) fault, HC of the Denham Springs-Scotlandville (DSS) fault, specific storage
and hydraulic conductivity. Three groundwater models are constructed by indicator zonation
(IZ), generalized parameterization (GP), and indicator kriging (IK) methods.
“1,500-Foot” Sand and
“1,200-Foot” Sand
“1,700-Foot” Sand
Parameters
IZ
GP
IK
IZ
GP
IK
BR fault HC value
0.0767
0.2099
0.1114
0.0281 0.1234
0.2048
(1/d)
Coefficient DSS fault HC value
of
0.0474 0.0895
0.0610
0.0217
0.0194
0.0224
(1/d)
Variation
Specific storage
2.3153
0.2175
0.2993
0.3699 1.9504
0.4587
(1/m)
Hydraulic
0.0298 0.0356
0.0251
0.0235
0.0288
0.0422
conductivity (m/d)
6.3.2. Knowledge update
The calculated probabilities of IZ, GP, and IK hydrostratigraphic models based on the
lithological data (Tsai and Elshall 2013) represent the prior model probabilities for the three
groundwater model structures. As shown in Table 6.3, the prior model probability of the GP model
is slightly higher than the IK model and the IZ model is not important. In this study, after
calibrating the groundwater models using the groundwater head data, using equation (2), this study
updated the prior model probabilities by the scaling factor  

2.12
 0.040 with informative
2805

prior probabilities. The posterior model probability of the GP model becomes slightly lower than
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the IK model because the IK model provides a better fit to the groundwater head data in
comparison to the GP model. After updating the prior probabilities, The IZ model is still not
important. However, if non-informative prior (equal prior model probabilities) is considered, the
posterior probabilities of three models are 0.3376, 0.4145 and 0.2468, respectively, where the IZ
model is important. It shows that meaningful prior information can significantly strengthen the
discrimination power between models.
Table 6.3 Posterior probabilities of the three groundwater models.
Groundwater
models

Prior
probabilities

Posterior
Qp

BIC

probabilities with
informative prior

Posterior
probabilities with
non-informative
prior

GP

0.4530

663.85

10.38

0.4222

0.3376

IK

0.4402

653.46

0.00

0.5050

0.4156

IZ

0.1068

679.55

26.08

0.0728

0.2468

6.3.3. Bayesian model averaging for groundwater flow and head predictions
The BMA head prediction from three groundwater models is used to analyze groundwater
heads across the Baton Rouge fault and Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault as well as the flow
budgets in the study area. Figure 6.4 shows the BMA prediction means of the groundwater heads
and velocity field of layers 35 to 37, which are screened by the Government St. pump station, in
1/1/2010 and 12/31/2029. The white areas in Figure 6.4 are clay. The results show that the
groundwater inflow to the area between two faults is either from the north east or south of the
aquifer system. The source of the north-east inflow is mainly from the strong interaction between
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Figure 6.4: Groundwater heads and flow fields in layers 35, 36, and 37 on 1/1/2010 (left figures)
and 12/31/2029 (right figures). The countours are showing sand and the white areas are clay.
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the "1,200-foot" sand and the "1,500-foot" sand. The model estimated a downward flow rate of
22,278 m3/day in 2010 from the “1,200-foot” sand to the “1,500-foot” sands. This flow rate
accounts for 39% of total inflow to the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand. This result
indicates that pumping activities in the “1,200-foot” sand will have observable impact on the
source of water recharging the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand. Therefore, it is crucial
to model the groundwater flow in these sands together when modeling groundwater flow in this
study area. The head difference across the Baton Rouge fault increases from 29.70 m on 1/1/2010
to 37.01 m on 12/31/2029, which leads to the acceleration of groundwater flow across the Baton
Rouge fault. The northward flow rate across the Baton Rouge fault in layers 35 to 37 increases
from 2,582.94 m3/day on 1/1/2010 to 3,395.64 m3/day on 12/31/2029. The significant accelerated
rate of groundwater flow across the Baton Rouge fault is the main reason of the observed saltwater
in the area in between the Baton Rouge fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault.
6.3.4. Is the current connector well (EB-1293) sufficient for protecting the
Government St. pump station?
To analyses the flow paths close to the Government St. pump station, this study used the
USGS-MODPATH (Pollock 1994). MODPATH is a post-processing package that employs the
groundwater head and flow out puts of the MODFLOW to compute and visualize the particle fates
and flow paths. The aim of the flow paths analysis is to understand the effect of well EB-1293,
which currently injects 2,589 m3/day to the “1,500-foot” sand by connecting the “1,500-foot” sand
to “8,00-foot” sand.
Figure 6.5(a) and (b) show the flow paths close to the Government St. pump station without
considering the effect of EB-1293. EB-771 and EB-413 which are the active pumping wells at the
Government St. pump station. Circles show the initial location of the particles in 1/1/2010 and the
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blue lines show the path of the particles from 1/1/2010 to 12/31/2010. Based on the USGS chloride
concentration observations, the groundwater flow that approaches the Government St. pump
station from south and south east are highly contaminated. The green line separates the flow paths
that goes to the Government St. pump station from the flow paths that goes to the Lula pump
station. Comparing the Figure 6.5 (a) and (b), it is shown that EB-1293 effectively diverts the flow
that is approaching the Government pump station from south to the Lula pump station. However,
the flow paths that approach the Government St. pump center from south-east still end up to EB413 and EB-771 pumping wells. Therefore, the flow path analysis indicates that injection from
EB-1293 can partially protect the pumping wells from the flow coming from the south; however,
it cannot completely protect the Government St. pump station from the saltwater encroachment.
6.3.5. BMA-CC for hydraulic barrier design
Before solving the optimization problem, it is important to know how many new connector
wells are needed to achieve a certain reliability level if they have the same injection rate as EB1293. In this study, all possible designs are systematically enumerated by gradually adding
connector wells to the barriers AB and BC . Given each design, the chance constraint in equation
(13) is evaluated for all the computational cells along the hydraulic barrier ABC for different
reliability levels. To evaluate the chance constraint in equation (13), the expectation terms E 
are calculated by using equation (3) and the variance terms Var  are calculated by using equation
(4). It is found that one connector well at location A can achieve reliability level 99.2% for the
barrier AB since the groundwater flow tends to move towards the Lula pump station. However,
more connector wells are needed for the barrier BC because of strong flow crossing it. Therefore,
the reliability of the barrier ABC is controlled by the reliability of the barrier BC .
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Figure 6.5: Particle tracking close to the Government St. pump station from 1/1/2010 to
12/29/2030. (a) Flow lines without considering the effect of EB-1293, and (b) flow lines
considering the effect of EB-1293.
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Figure 6.6 shows the minimum number of connector wells that the barrier ABC satisfies
the chance constraint for different reliability levels using the best model (IK) and the BMA model.
The results using the best model represent the results from traditional CC programming that only
takes into account model parameter uncertainty.

Figure 6.6: Minimum number of required connector wells to achieve a reliability level of the
design.
Using four additional connector wells (one on AB and three on BC ) can achieve reliability
level up to 64% for the BMA model. Using five and six additional connector wells can achieve
reliability level up to 96% and 98%, respectively, for the BMA model. Using the best model, the
design overestimates the reliability as shown in Figure 6.6. This is because using only the best
model underestimates the prediction variances by ignoring the model structure uncertainty. Using
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five additional connector wells (one on AB and four on BC ) presents a favorable choice since
the reliability improvement using six additional connector wells is marginal but at a great
installation cost.
Figure 6.7 shows the velocity prediction variances from parameter estimation uncertainty
(in blue) and model structure uncertainty (in red) for the selected design for the computational
cells along the line AB .

Figure 6.7: Variances of predicted velocity for the computational cells along the line AB . The
blue line shows the variances from parameter estimation uncertainty. The red line shows the
variances from model structure uncertainty.
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The

prediction

variances

from

model

parameter

uncertainty

are

between

1.25 104 and 3.25 106 , where the prediction variances from model structure uncertainty are

from 1.65 103 and 8.20 105 . It is obvious that the contribution of model structure uncertainty
in the prediction variances is much higher than the parameter estimation uncertainty. Many designs
can achieve the same reliability level. Using up to five connector wells, Figure 6.8 presents the
number of feasible designs that satisfy the chance constraint at different reliability levels.

Figure 6.8: Number of feasible designs using up to 5 new connector wells given a reliability
level.
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Increasing the reliability level will reduce the number of feasible designs. More feasible
designs are resulted using the best model than using the BMA model since the best model
overestimates reliability. For example, 135 designs can satisfy the chance constraint with 50%
reliability level if the best model is used, but only 128 designs achieve the same constraint using
the BMA model. Given the 95% reliability level, eight designs can satisfy the chance constraint
using the best model, but only two designs can satisfy the chance constraint using the BMA model.
Looking to Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8, shows that given a reliability level, the minimum
number of connector wells can be equal using the single model approach and the BMA-CC
approach. However, for any reliability level BMA-CC leads to a lower number feasible designs.
Therefore, from a conservative perspective, one should use the BMA-CC for the hydraulic barrier
design. Using the five additional connector wells results in additional injection rate 12,945 m3/day,
which achieves the maximum 96% reliability level, but exceeds significantly the total pumping
rate 7,570 m3/day at the Government St. pump station. This raises a question why one would
injective more groundwater than it is pumped. Figure 6.9 shows the tradeoff between the injection
rate and the reliability level using 5 additional connector wells.
In this study, the optimization problem described in equations (52)-(55) is solved with a
reduced reliability level 84%, the injection rate for each connector well is reduced to 1,440 m3/day.
The design result on 12/31/2029 is shown in Figure 6.10. Without the hydraulic barrier, the current
connector well EB-1293 does have a positive effect on altering the flow direction, specifically for
the segment AB . With the hydraulic barrier, the groundwater level rises more than 7 meters by the
end of 2029. The connector wells can effectively reverse the flow direction and protect the
Government St. pump station.
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Figure 6.9: Tradeoff between the design reliability level and injection rate of the connector wells.
6.4. Conclusions
This study investigates the impact of model structure uncertainty on aquifer remediation
designs through a combination of chance-constrained programming and Bayesian model averaging
that forms the proposed BMA-CC framework. The BMA-CC is a novel framework that considers
the evidential definition of the probability concept in the CC programming for the remediation
design. In this study, the BMA-CC framework is applied to design a hydraulic barrier to protect
the Government St. pump station in the “1,500-foot” sand of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, from
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saltwater encroachment. The prediction of the groundwater models show that the current connector
well (EB-1293) can divert the flow toward the Government St. pump station. However, EB-1293
cannot completely secure the Government pump center from saltwater intrusion. Thus, the BMACC approach is used to investigate the possibility of protecting the Government St. pump station
by adding more connector wells. To address the uncertainty in the groundwater model structures,
three groundwater models are developed based on different geological architectures. The CMAES algorithm is applied as an optimization method to calibrate the developed groundwater model.
The main advantage of using CMA-ES over the other heuristic optimization schisms is its ability
to adopt the full covariance matrix of the estimated parameters. This study used the adopted
covariance matrix from CMA-ES to estimate the prediction variances from the model parameter
uncertainty. The Bayesian epistemology is successfully used through the BMA method to update
the model structure probabilities. Through an exhaustive search to find the optimal designs for the
hydraulic barrier, it is shown that using the best model overestimates the design reliability since
the design does not account for model structure uncertainty. The design resulted from the BMA
model are more reliable. The hydraulic barrier design needs at least five additional connector wells
in order to protect the Government St. pump station with a reliability level as high as 90%. This is
because of strong northward flow created by the Lula pump station and the Government St. pump
station. While the injected groundwater is expected to be free from the “800-foot” sand, the amount
of injected water significantly exceeds the total pumpage of the Government St. pump station. Less
injection rate is possible at the cost of lowering design reliability. This study concludes that
developing a hydraulic barrier to protect the Government St. pump station may not be
economically attractive because at least five additional connector wells are required to protect the
pump station.
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Figure 6.10: Groundwater head (m) distribution and velocity field on 12/31/2029 at layer 36 in
the area close to the Government St. pump station: (a) without a hydraulic barrier; and (b) with a
hydraulic barrier of 84% reliability level. The black circles are connector wells and the black
squares are the production wells.
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7. Uncertainty Segregation and Comparative Evaluation in Groundwater
Remediation Designs: A Chance-Constrained (CC) Hierarchical Bayesian
Model Averaging Approach (HBMA-CC)*
Groundwater remediation designs rely on simulation models, which are subjected to
various sources of uncertainty. In this chapter, the hierarchical Bayesian model averaging (HBMA)
method is employed to segregate sources of uncertainty in a hierarchical order and conduct
comparative evaluation of BMA models for remediation designs. BMA trees of models are
developed to understand the impact of individual sources of uncertainty on the remediation design.
The HBMA method is applied to the chance-constrained (CC) formulation for an aquifer
remediation design that aims to reduce concentration at a selected control point using scavenger
wells. Thirty-six (36) flow and transport models for concentration prediction are developed to
analyze the impact of three sources of uncertainty on the remediation design. An essential step in
HBMA is to calculate posterior model probabilities as model weights. The best simulation model
has the highest model weight.
The results show that although using the best simulation model requires the least pumping
rate for the scavenger well, it underestimates prediction variances of concentration. The scavenger
well pumping rate increases as more sources of uncertainty are considered. The HBMA enables
the chance-constrained formulation to consider both model parameter and model structure
uncertainties for aquifer remediation designs. The contributions of prediction variance from
individual sources of uncertainty to the total prediction variance can be evaluated, which provides
an understanding of the impact of individual sources of uncertainty and their corresponding
propositions on remediation designs.

*This chapter is reproduced with modification from Chitsazan and Tsai. (Accepted).
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7.1. Numerical experiment: problem setup
In this study, the proposed HBMA-CC framework is applied to a two-dimensional
synthetic confine aquifer with a source of contamination that is shown in Figure 7.1(a). The
remediation design is to extract the least amount of contaminated groundwater using scavenger
wells in order to lower concentration at production wells below CMPL  250 mg/L. Given
number of scavenger wells, the HBMA-CC problem aims to determine the optimal location ( L )
and extraction rate ( Q e ) of the scavenger wells that can control concentration below CMPL as
follows:
min  Qe subject to: E  Cw ( L, Qe ) | D, M n   F 1   Var  Cw ( L, Qe ) | D, M n   CMPL ,

(56)

where Q e is a vector of continuous variables and L is a vector of discrete variables based on the
grid. The concentration at the production wells Cw is controlled by Q e and L . The search domain
for the optimal location of scavenger wells is in the south of P1 pump station and in the west of P2
pump station.
The dimension of the synthetic aquifer is 5,000 m × 6,000 m with 20 m thickness. The
aquifer includes a permeable east-west trending geologic fault ( BE ) at the south. The fault
permeability is characterized by the hydraulic characteristic (HC), which is hydraulic conductivity
per unit width of the fault (Hsieh et al. 1993). The fault is of low permeability at two sides ( BG
and HE ) and of high permeability close to the left ( GH ). The HC value is 3×10-4 day-1 for the
low permeable segments ( BG and HE ) and 2×10-2 day-1 for the high permeable segment ( GH ).
To generate the true hydraulic conductivity distribution for the aquifer, first porosity data
at the 38 locations shown in Figure 7.1(a) and the Kozeny-Carman method are used to derive
hydraulic conductivity data at the 38 locations. The general form of grain-size methods for
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hydraulic conductivity estimation is K  gb f ( ) de2  (Vukovic and Soro 1992; Kasenow 2002),
where g is the gravitational acceleration, b is the coefficient, f ( ) is the function of porosity  ,


is the kinematic viscosity, and d e is the effective grain size. This study considers

  8.007 107 m2/s and de  0.2 mm. The Kozeny-Carman method has b  5.56 103 and
f ( )   3 1    . Then, the natural neighbor interpolation method (Sibson 1981) is used to
2

interpolate the hydraulic conductivity data at the 38 locations to obtain true hydraulic conductivity
field shown in Figure 7.1(b).
Specific storage of the aquifer is 2.0 105 m1 . The longitudinal dispersivity is 120 m and
the transverse dispersivity is 12 m. The initial groundwater head is 54.5 m for the entire aquifer.
The north and south boundaries have constant head boundary condition (h=54.5 m). The east and
the west boundaries are impervious.
The initial concentration south of the fault is 5,000 mg/L and north of the fault is 2 mg/L.
The south boundary has constant concentration of 5,000 mg/L. Two pumping stations (P1 and P2)
shown in Figure 7.1(a) extract groundwater north of the fault. P1 station has 6 wells to pump
19,200 m3/day starting at the fourth year of the simulation. P2 station has 4 wells to pump 3,200
m3/day starting at the beginning of the simulation.
MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) and MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang 1999) are used to simulate
the groundwater flow and contaminant transport for 20 years. In the first 10 years, head and
concentration data at 29 observation wells in Figure 7.1(a) are available at the end of each year for
model calibration. In the second 10 years, scavenger wells are implemented to intercept
contaminant and reduce concentration at the production wells.
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Figure 7.1: Numerical example: (a) site description and (b) true hydraulic conductivity (m/d)
distribution.
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7.2. Sources of model structure uncertainty and multimodel
The HBMA-CC framework is used to assess the impact of three sources of model structure
uncertainty on the remediation design. They are (1) uncertainty in fault permeability structure, (2)
uncertainty in determining pointwise hydraulic conductivity from the porosity data by using grainsize methods, and (3) uncertainty in using variogram models for kriging hydraulic conductivity.
At the first level, the uncertainty in fault permeability structure is analyzed by considering
different number of permeability segments along the fault line. The permeability is modeled by
using the HC. The HC value is constant for each segment of the fault. The complexity of the fault
structure increases by increasing the number of permeability segments. The improved harmony
search algorithm (Mahdavi et al. 2007) is used to estimate the length and the HC value of the fault
segments for model calibration. Table 7.1 shows the values of sum of the weighted square errors
(Qp) and BIC for 12 base models. Based on Table 7.1 the Qp value dramatically decreases by
increasing the number of fault permeability segments from 1 to 3. This dramatic reduction leads
to the reduction of the BIC value. However, increasing the number of fault permeability segments
from 3 to 4 leads to a very small reduction in the Qp value. This small reduction cannot compensate
the increase of the BIC model complexity term ( N ln 2  mi j

m

ln N ). Therefore, the BIC value

increases by increasing the number of fault permeability segments from 3 to 4 and there is no need
to consider the number of segments more than four.
At the second level, the uncertainty in estimating the point-wise hydraulic conductivity
from the porosity data is analyzed. This study considers Slitcher, Terzaghi and Zamarin grain-size
methods (Kasenow 2002) to estimate the hydraulic conductivity from the porosity data points. At
the third level, the uncertainty in the variogram model to krige the point-wise hydraulic
conductivity is analyzed. Three variogram models (spherical, power and exponential models) are
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used to estimate the hydraulic conductivity distribution by using kriging. Combination of the three
grain size based methods and three variogram models lead to nine hydraulic conductivity
distributions that are shown in Figure 7.2, where each distribution is identified by the first letter of
the grain-size methods (S, T, and Z) and the first letter of the variogram model (S, P, and E). For
example, “ZS” denotes a distribution that uses Zamarin grain-size method and spherical variogram
model.
Based on the discussed sources of uncertainty and their competing propositions, this study
develops 4  3  3  36 simulation models in the base level of the BMA tree. In order to identify
the simulation models and their parent BMA models, The number of fault permeability segments
(1,2, 3, and 4), the first letter of the grain-size methods (S, T, and Z) and the first letter of the
variogram models (S, P, and E) are used as an abbreviation name. For example, “3ZS” marks a
base model which considers a three-segment fault permeability structure, Zamarin grain-size
method and spherical variogram model. “3Z” is a BMA model in level 2 that average all the base
models with a three-segment fault permeability structure and Zamarin grain-size method. “3” is a
BMA model in level 1 that averages all the BMA models in level 2 that use a three-segment fault
permeability structure.
7.3. Results and discussion
7.3.1. Model calibration
All the 36 simulation models are calibrated based on the yearly head and concentration
data collected for 10 years at 29 observation wells. The model calibration is to minimize the sum
cal

of errors of the calculated groundwater head hi
obs

groundwater head hi

obs

and concentration Ci

as follows:
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cal

and concentration Ci

to the observed

Figure 7.2: Hydraulic conductivity (m/day) distribution using different grain-size methods and
different variogram models. (a) “ZS” shows the distribution that uses Zamarin grain-size method
and spherical variogram model. (b) “ZP” shows the distribution that uses Zamarin grain-size
method and power variogram model. (c) “ZE” shows the distribution that uses Zamarin grainsize method and exponential variogram model. (d) “TS” shows the distribution that uses
Terzaghi grain-size method and spherical variogram model. (e), “TP”, shows the distribution that
uses Terzaghi grain-size method and power variogram model. (f) “TE” shows the distribution
that uses Terzaghi grain-size method and exponential variogram model. (g) “SS” shows the
distribution that uses Slitcher grain-size method and spherical variogram model. (h), “SP” shows
the distribution that uses Slitcher grain-size method and power variogram model. (i) “SE” shows
the distribution that uses Slitcher grain-size method and exponential variogram model.
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min i  hical  hiobs   i  Cical  Ciobs  .
2

2

(57)

The model parameters to be estimated are the length and the HC values of the fault segments. The
length of the fault segments are discrete variables due to the discrete grid. The HC values of the
fault segments are continues real variable between 10-1 day-1 to 10-6 day-1. For the remediation
design problem, this study intentionally emphasize more on reducing concentration error in
equation (57) because reducing the concentration error is more important for the remediation
design problem. The objective function is minimized by the improved harmony search algorithm
(Mahdavi et al. 2007). Table 7.1 shows the root mean square error (RMSE) for the head ( RMSEh
) and the concentration ( RMSEc ) of 12 calibrated base models, which use the Zamarin method
(Z) and show noticeable model weights. RMSEh is between 2.31(m) to 3.99 (m) and RMSEc is
between 858.70 (mg/L) to 58.35 (mg/L).
7.3.2. BMA tree of model weights
Figure 7.3 shows the BMA tree of model weights and conditional model weights. At the
first level, BMA models are developed by averaging their child BMA models that are developed
given grain-size methods. The BMA models at this level are developed given fault permeability
structures. BMA models “1” and “2” can be discarded because they have very poor fitting to the
observation data. The three-segment fault permeability structure is found to be the best proposition
in this level with the model weight 55.01%. The “4” model also has a high model weight, 44.99%.
This indicates that the ensemble importance of the base models under the four-segment
permeability model is noticeable.
The BMA models in the second level are using different grain-size method under their
parent models. In this level, under either “3” or “4” models, only Zamarin method is remained.
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Slitcher and Terzaghi methods are discarded by the data. The RMSEs of the estimated hydraulic
conductivity by the Slitcher, Zamarin and Terzaghi methods to the true hydraulic conductivity
shown in Figure 7.1(b) are 8.17, 4.29 and 5.80, respectively. In comparison to Terzaghi and
Slitcher methods, the result of Zamarin method is more similar to that of Kozeny-Carman method
in the range of the porosity data shown in Figure 7.1(a).
Table 7.1: BIC , Q p , RMSEh and RMSEc for 12 base models. “ZS”, “ZP” and “ZE” in Column
1 denote the base models that use the Zamarin method and spherical method, the Zamarin
method and power method, and the Zamarin method and exponential model, respectively.
Number of fault
permeability
1
2
3
4
segments

ZS

ZP

ZE

BIC

129308.09

17793.50

1071.74

1077.86

Qp

128390.30

16863.3

129.11

122.83

RMSEh

3.37

3.62

2.32

2.31

RMSEc

609.72

385.00

74.17

58.35

BIC

25455.98

24096.05

1081.47

1083.06

Qp

24525.77

23165.85

138.85

128.02

RMSEh

3.49

3.87

2.79

2.76

RMSEc

857.61

521.43

83.27

66.30

BIC

234492.86

148937.57

1083.90

1089.47

Qp

233575.06

148019.78

141.27

134.43

RMSEh

3.56

3.99

2.59

2.57

RMSEc

858.70

521.54

113.73

76.87
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The models at the base level of the BMA tree are simulation models that use different
variogram propositions to krige the hydraulic conductivity under their parent models. Under both
“3Z” and “4Z” models, the spherical variogram model is the best proposition and the power
variogram model is the second best proposition. The best model at this level is “3ZS” with 24.59%
model weight. The third level of the BMA tree indicates that the best variogram model does not
have a dominant weight. Therefore it is imperative to consider all the proposed variogram models
for prediction in order to avoid biased modeling.
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Figure 7.3: BMA tree of model weights and conditional model weights.
7.3.3. HBMA prediction variances
7.3.3.1. Within-model variances from model parameter uncertainty
In HBMA, within-model variances of the base models stem from parameter estimation
uncertainty, which in this study is due to the errors in the calibrated fault HC and the kriged
hydraulic conductivity. In order to quantify parameter estimation uncertainty for the base models,
realizations of hydraulic conductivity and fault HC are generated and used in the simulation
models to generate the ensemble variance of concentrations (Chan 1994; Singh et al. 2007).
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Hydraulic conductivity is sampled using the sequential Gaussian simulation method (Olea 1999).
The linear statistical approach (Yeh and Yoon 1981) is used to calculate the variances of the
estimated HC. Then, the HC values are sampled by Monte Carlo simulation. The prediction
variance at control point C1 at the end of 20 years that stems from the parameter uncertainty is
between 1115.49 and 1363.94 (mg/L)2.
7.3.3.2. Between model variances from model structure uncertainty
Given the hierarchical order, equation (32) is used to calculate the variance contributions
of individual sources of model structure uncertainty and parameter estimation uncertainty to the
total prediction variance at control point C1 at the end of 20 years shown in Table 7.2. The variances
of individual sources of model structure uncertainty are based on the hierarchical order. However,
the parameter estimation variance is independent of the hierarchical order.
Virtually only uncertainties from variogram models and from parameter estimation
contribute to the total variance. The contribution of the grain-size method uncertainty to the total
variance is negligible because Zamarin method has 100% weight and the other two methods,
Slitcher and Terzaghi, are discarded by the data. The contribution of uncertainty of the fault
permeability structure to the total variance is also small (0.15%) because, the “3” and the “4”
models have similar predicted concentrations.
This result shows that the between-model variance from one source of uncertainty is
considerable if different competing propositions from that source of uncertainty have significant
conditional model weights and have different predictions.
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Table 7.2: Contribution of individual sources of uncertainty in the total prediction variance at the
control points C1 at the end of 20 years.
Prediction variance from individual sources of uncertainty
Total
Prediction
Variance

Fault
Permeability
Structure

Grain-size
Method

4.83
(0.15%)

Variogram
Model

Model
Parameters

0.00

1885.67

1240.33

(0.00%)

(60.23%)

(39.61%)

3130.84

7.3.4. Hierarchical confidence bounds
Figure 7.4 shows the 95%, 75% and 55% confidence bounds ( C ) of concentration
prediction (mg/L) at control point C1 at the end of 20 years calculated by equation (56) for the
status quo scenario (no remediation action).

Figure 7.4: BMA tree of 95%, 75% and 55% confidence bounds mg/L at the control point C1 at
the end of 20 years for the status quo scenario.
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The term E  C | D, Mn  is calculated by equation (29) and the term

Var  C | D, M n  is

calculated by equation (34). In the base level, under both “3Z” and “4Z” models, the spherical
variogram model estimates smaller confidence bounds in comparison to the power and exponential
variogram models. This is because the spherical variogram model has smaller kriging variances
than the power and exponential variogram models. All the models in the BMA tree predict the
confidence bounds much higher than 250 mg/L at C1 at the end of 20 years.
7.3.5. HBMA-CC remediation design
The optimal location and pumping rate of scavenge wells are found using the chanceconstrained remediation design (equation (56)). Reliability levels 95%, 75% and 55% are tested.
The remediation design starts at 11th year. The design aims to reduce concentration below

CMPL  250 mg/L at the control points at C1 during the prediction period. The improved
harmony search algorithm (Mahdavi et al. 2007) is adopted to find the optimal location and
pumping rate of scavenger wells. The chance constraint is placed in the objective function as a
penalty term (Coello Coello 2002). Although not shown, in this study all obtained optimal
solutions satisfy the chance constraint.
7.3.6. Number and location of scavenger wells
To reduce computation complexity in searching for the optimal location and pumpage of
scavenger wells, equation (56) is solved using the prediction mean and variance of the hierarch
model. The chance constraint used for this purpose is
E  Cw | D  F 1   Var  Cw | D  CMPL .

(58)
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E  Cw | D and Var  Cw | D in equation (58) need to be updated when pumping rates of scavenger
wells are changed in the optimization process. By approximating E  Cw | D, M3  with
E Cw | D, M3 , βˆ 3 , E  Cw | D is calculated by equation (26) for the hierarch model. The first,





second and third terms in Var  Cw | D is calculated and updated without difficulty. The great
difficulty is to update the within-model variance of concentration Var  Cw | D, M3  for the base
models in order to calculate the last term EM1 EM2 EM3 Var  Cw | D, M3  in Var  Cw | D . To
reduce this difficulty, the prediction variance of the status quo scenario is considered for

Var  Cw | D, M3  , which is calculated between 1115.49 and 1363.94 (mg/L)2 at control point C1 at
the end of 20 years. Any remediation designs will have smaller within-model variance than that of
the status quo scenario at C1 for the base models.
For one scavenger well, the optimal location for the hierarch model is found at (2950,
1150). The optimal pumping rate is 6921.25, 6061.34 and 5623.06 m3/day for 95%, 75% and 55%
reliability level, respectively. For two scavenger wells, the harmony search algorithm obtains the
best locations at the same location (2950, 1150) and its adjacent cell. This implies that one
scavenger well at location (2950, 1150) is sufficient.
Using the best base model “3ZS” for design comparison, E  Cw | D = E Cw | D, M3 , βˆ 3



and Var  Cw | D  Var  Cw | D, M3  . E Cw | D, M3 , βˆ 3







is changed by different pumping rates.

However, Var  Cw | D, M3  is obtained by the status quo scenario. The optimal location for one
scavenger well using the best base model is found to be the same as the hierarch model at (2950,
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1150). The optimal pumping rate for 95%, 75% and 55% reliability levels are 6510.75, 5773.61
and 5414 (m3/day), respectively.
The results show that the required pumping rates are higher by considering the hierarch
model in comparison to the best base model. The reason is that the best base model underestimates
the prediction variances by ignoring the between-model variance from different model predictions.
7.3.7. HBMA-CC design results using a status quo scenario
Given the scavenger well location, the pumping rate for each model in the BMA tree is
minimized. The chance constraint for this purpose is in equation (58). Again, the status quo
scenario is used to calculate the term EMn1 EM2

EM3 Var  Cw | D, M3  in Var  Cw | D, Mn  for

each model at level n . The BMA tree of the optimal pumping rates for 95%, 75% and 55%
reliability level is shown in Figure 7.5. The pumping rate increases for higher reliability level. The
range of the optimal pumping rate for the base models is from 6510.75 to 7214.67 m3/day for the
95% reliability level. The range is narrowed when going up to top levels.
7.3.8. HBMA-CC design results using pumpage-dependent prediction variances
It is understood that the status quo scenario overestimates prediction variance of
concentration for the remediation design. Prediction variance should decrease at the control point
for higher pumping rate because concentration will decrease and difference in concentration
among models will also decrease. Given a scavenger well location, it is possible to determine
prediction variances Var  Cw | D, M3  under different pumping rates for C1 for the end of 20 years
for all base models. Then the curves of total prediction variances Var  Cw | D, Mn  versus pumping
rates for all models in the BMA tree are determined. Figure 7.6 shows the total prediction variance
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Var  Cw | D, Mn  for the branch from the hierarch model to the best base model “3ZS” at C1. The
total prediction variance decreases monotonically to zero by increasing the pumping rate of the
scavenger well.
In the HBMA-CC remediation design, the total prediction variance in the chance
constraint is updated by pumping rates. The optimal pumping rates, based on the pumpagedependent variance, for each model is shown in Figure 7.7. Comparing to Figure 7.5, the optimal
pumping rates are reduced. Regardless the reliability level, the best base model estimates the
smallest optimal pumping rate. This result indicates that using the best base model can leads to a
design failure by underestimating the optimal pumping rate.
The range of the optimal pumping rate for the base models is from 5990.52 to 6685.67
m3/day for 95% reliability level and from 5386.51 to 5913.01 m3/day for 55% reliability level. The
exponential variogram model, under either “3Z” or “4Z” models, estimates the highest optimal
pumping rate. Because, given a reliability level, the base models under the exponential variogram
model tend to estimate higher confidence bounds in comparison to other base models (see
Figure 7.4).
Since there is only one model remained in the second level, the estimated pumping rates
for the models at the second level is the same as their parent models at the first level. For the
hierarch model, the optimal pumping rate is 6550.42 m3/day for 95% reliability level and 5710.99
m3/day for 55% reliability level. Figure 7.7 shows that the uncertainty in the variogram models
has higher influence on the optimal pumping rate in comparison to the uncertainty in the grainsize methods and the fault permeability structures. This supports the result in Table 7.2 that the
variogram model uncertainty is the most important source of uncertainty in this numerical
example.
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7.4. Conclusions
The Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method provides a rigorous approach to consider
both model structure uncertainty and model parameter uncertainty in the chance-constrained (CC)
programming problem under the Bayesian paradigm. The literature shows that the CC formulation
is an effective approach to handle prediction uncertainty caused by uncertain model parameters
under a single model for aquifer remediation designs. Using the BMA, this study shows that the
CC formulation is also an effective approach to handle prediction uncertainty caused by both
model structure and parameter uncertainties. The CC remediation designs based on multiple
plausible models are more reliable than those by using a single model.
The HBMA method extends the application of the BMA method by explicitly considering
different sources of uncertainty in a hierarchical structure for analyzing model uncertainty and
uncertainty propagation for model prediction. The BMA aggregates all plausible models at once
to obtain one optimal design. HBMA develops a BMA tree of models to understand the influence
of different sources of uncertainty on the design consequences.
HBMA also provides an insight to the impact of different propositions of uncertain model
components on the remediation design. Using the HBMA in the CC remediation design
formulation results in multiple optimal designs in a hierarchical structure instead of only one
design using the BMA method, which provides an insight to the impact of sources of uncertainty
and their competing propositions to the remediation design results.
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Figure 7.5: BMA tree of the optimal pumping rates m3/day for the scavenger well, using the
status quo scenario prediction variances, for 95%, 75% and 55% reliability designs.
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Figure 7.6: Pumpage-dependent prediction variances at control point C1 at the end of year 20 for
the branch from the hierarch models to the best base model “3ZS”.
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Figure 7.7: BMA tree of the optimal pumping rates m3/day for the scavenger well, using the
pumpage-dependent prediction variance, for 95%, 75% and 55% reliability designs.
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8. Conclusions
This study employs the Bayesian paradigm to address the groundwater prediction and
remediation design under uncertainty. The study aims to answer specific questions with respect to
the groundwater flow and salinity transport in the “1,200-foot” sand, the “1,500-foot” sand and
“1,700-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge aquifer system, Louisiana. In addition, the study aims in
demonstrating the HBMA method for uncertainty segregation in groundwater model predictions
and developing the BMA-CC and HBMA-CC frameworks for considering model structure
uncertainty in the remediation design.
This study develops three three-dimensional groundwater flow and saltwater intrusion
models to investigate the groundwater flow and salinity transport in the “1,200-foot” sand, the
“1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand of the Baton Rouge aquifer system. The BMA mean
of predictions of the three models are used for the analysis. The following key points are with
respect to the groundwater flow and salinity transport in the aquifer system.


The study shows that the inflow to the area between the Baton Rouge fault and the Denham

Springs-Scotlandville faults in the “1,500-foot” sand and the “1,700-foot” sand is mainly from the
north-east and south of these sands. The source of the north-east inflow is mainly from the strong
hydraulic connection between the "1,200-foot" sand and the "1,500-foot" sand. The study found
that the hydraulic connection accounts for 39% of total inflow to the “1,500-foot” sand. Therefore,
it is necessary to model these sands together.


The study verifies that the Baton Rouge fault and the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault

are low-permeability faults that restrict the horizontal groundwater flow. The permeability of the
Baton Rouge fault is found to be much lower than the Denham Springs-Scotlandville fault. This
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causes a huge hydraulic head difference across the Baton Rouge fault, which accelerates the
northward saltwater intrusion across the fault.


The large cone of depression caused by heavy pumping from the Lula pump station has

induced saltwater encroachment across the Baton Rouge fault toward the Lula pump station and
the Government St. pump station in the "1,500-foot” sand. It is predicted that the chloride
concentration at most of the pumping wells of these pump stations will surpass the critical value
of 250 mg/L by the year 2030. This study reveals that the saltwater intrusion may occurs in all the
area, where the pumping wells are located close to the Baton Rouge fault. The saltwater intrusion
model showed that the saltwater intrusion also occurs in the “1,200-foot” sand in the area close to
EB-621 pump well.
This study contributes to the uncertainty analysis literature by developing the HBMA
method for uncertainty segregation and comparative evaluation of the groundwater models
predictions. The following key points are concluded with respect to the uncertainty segregation
using the HBMA method.


The idea behind the HBMA method is to systematically segregate and prioritize the source

of uncertainty in hierarchical structure. This systematic segregation of uncertainty sources provide
insight to the underlying groundwater system by developing the BMA trees of model weights,
mean predictions and prediction variances. The BMA tree of model weights permits the evaluation
of competing proposition of each uncertain model elements, the BMA tree of prediction means
show the impact of each source of uncertainty to the mean prediction and the BMA tree of
prediction variances demonstrate the propagation of prediction variances through the different
sources of uncertainty.
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The HBMA method is also able to evaluate the contributions of individual sources of

uncertainty in the total predictive variance. This information may be valuable for future data
collection, where the data collection efforts may be more concentrated to collect information about
the more important sources of uncertainty.
With respect to the remediation design under uncertainty, this study aims to investigate the
impact of considering the model structure uncertainty on the remediation design. All the case
studies in this dissertation confirm that the prediction variances from the parameter estimation
uncertainty is much smaller than those from the model structure uncertainty. However, to the best
of my knowledge, the previous studies that dealt with the uncertainty in the remediation design
only consider the parameter estimation uncertainty. This study proposes the BMA-CC and HBMACC frameworks to also account for the model structure uncertainty in the remediation design. The
following key points are revealed with respect to the groundwater remediation design under model
structure uncertainty using the BMA-CC and HBMA-CC frameworks.


The BMA-CC framework is employed to design a hydraulic barrier that aims to protect the

Government St. pump station from saltwater intrusion. It is concluded that ignoring the model
structure uncertainty leads to overestimating the design reliability, which may ultimately lead to
design failure. The case study shows that at least additional five injection wells are required to
protect the Government St. Pump station from the saltwater intrusion. Therefore it is concluded
that the developing a hydraulic barrier to protect the Government St. Pump station may not be
economically attractive.


The HBMA-CC framework is applied for a remediation design that aims to lower the

chloride concentration in production wells in a synthetic aquifer. Similar to the BMA-CC it is
found that ignoring the model structure uncertainty in the remediation design leads to
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overestimating the design reliability. In addition, using the HBMA-CC framework the impact of
the sources of uncertainty and their competing proposition to the remediation design can be
evaluated by developing the BMA tree of designs.
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